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VOLUME 20 ALHUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING. AUbUST 21, 190G. NUMBER 202
LOOTING SUP-
PRESSED BY
ARMED F R
Catastrophe Predicted in Dally
Papers Twenty-fou- r Hours
Before It Happened.
PRESIDENT ACCOMPANIED
BY MINISTERS 10 SCENE
Telegraph Communications Havej
Been From Val- -
paralso to Country at Large, i
Valparaiso, Aug. 21. The opportune'
arrival of the Chilean fleet, which j
oieuiiieu iuiu aipuraiso naruor, wna
welcome and helped to suve the situa-
tion following the earthquake. As in
San Francisco, the sailors were landed
and placed In charge of the city
pending the arrival of government
troops.
They patrolled the water front
and guarded the wrecked banks and
other buildings containing valuables,
with orders to shoot thieves and ma -
rauders on sight.
The soldiers shot a number of la- -
borers who were caught rifling the
dead and robbing buildings, and their
bodies were suspended from telephone
poles at street corners, bearing large
placards reading, "Por Ladrone,"
warning looters.
A strange fact in connection with
the earthquake Is that the dally pa-
pers published prognostications of the
catastrophe several hours in advance
of the first shocks.
ACCOUNT OF AFFAIR AS
SANTIAGO UNDERSTOOD IT
Santiago, Chile, Aug. 21. Only now
can the seriousness of the catastrophe
begin to be appreciated. The greater
part of many houses are unsafe for
habitation and the authorities have
organized a special corps to pull down
tottering buildings. In most of the
streets It is not safe to walk on the
pavement owing to falling debris.
Santiago resembles a camp. The pub- -
lie squares and principal avenues are
crowded with people Bleeping in the
open, me night or August Jti was
rendered dreadful by the flashing of
lightning and pouring rain. Klectrlc
cables and wires were snapping as a
result of the constant strong earth
shocks, which occurred all that night,
causing the greatest of consternation,
which was heigtenud by pealing fire
bells announcing the breaking out of
fires in various quarters of the city.
Governor's Report to President.
No really definite news has been re-
ceived here from Valparaiso except
the governor's official report to the
president, outlining the situation and
adding that he was earnestly rushing was allowed by the council, after It
reinforcements of troops, which to-- I had embodied in the ordinance licens-da- y
were here, by forced marches, es for operating same. It is the ln-T-governor iufornied the president tention of Mr. Merritt and Mr. White
that he had caused the construction of to "get busy" with the details of theirBheds on Brazil avenue in order to plans at once. They will secure and
shelter homeless families. He estl- - erect a large and substantial tent, and
mated that provisions on the way to put down one of the fine improvedValparaiso would be sufficient to last section maple floors, the finest floors
a mouth. The water supply, however.
was short, owing to the destruction of
the water works. Difficulty is ex-
perienced In burying the dead owing
to the panic prevailing. The state of
affairs existing at Valparaiso furnish
es a serious outlook for Santiago,
since many homeless residents of the ,
former place will make their way here
and there is not sufficient accommo- -
HTmnn.'J,
of Santiago.
"
Standing House. Pulled Down.
The task of the authorities In the
.
,..
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- ir B . governor oi
that
authorities here.
The people arriving here from Val-
paraiso confirm alarming reports
as the extent of the catastrophe,
but they declare that the local author-
ities have taken tho energetic
measures to maintain order and pre-
vent pillaging. All persons caught
roMiing shot on the spot.
I nu people arriving here estimate
that 82 per cent of the buildings In
ed by fire. All reports that Ad- -
and southern districts ofValparaiso suffered the most severely.
According to some reports Valparaiso
may said to have been totally
it that all the
houses which remained standing have
been shaken and that they must be
pulled down.
Shock Unprecedented in Length.
The first ureal shock lasted four
and fifty Such a
long shock bad never occurred before
in the of any Santiago Inhabi-
tant. Kxp rts say that thing
which aved Santiago from complete
ruin nas that the motion was circular.!
Ttie principal shock was from Valpar-- j
also Santiago and Merlpilla with;
its renter Limache. The last two
nien iomd towns wen- - destroyed
wen tjuillota and Approxi-
mately, earthquake was announced
'be naval observatory two days:
previous to its occurrence.
NEWS FROM OUTSIDE
j u uiBjumi .
DW AFTER EARTHQUAKE
THE CITY
from La Paz, Bolivia, announcing that
z.tiou persona lost tneir lives as a re-
sult of the earthquake shocks and
fires at Valparaiso, that 170 deaths
from the same occurred at
40 at Quillota, at Con- -
chali, 11 at Petrada, 90 at La Placilla
and six at La Calera. On Sunday
there wa a strong convulsion tpariaso which produced further panic.
A dispatch from Santiago today an-- i
nounces that President Kiesco is pro-- 1
ceeding to Valparaiso accompanied by
ministers of the Interior and of war to
supervise the relief work.
Inhabitant are Camping Out.
A majority of the inhabitants of
Valparaiso are camped on hills
surrounding that city and in the parks
and main thoroughfares. Many have
sought refuge on board vessels at an-
chor in the bay. Martial law continues
there.
MERRITT AND WHITE
WILL OPEN RINK
SECURE PERMIT FROM CITY
COUNCIL SKATING IN A
TENT ALBUQUERQUE
SKATER HURT.
The initial steps to establishing
of skating rink in Albuquer-
que were taken last night when
Messrs. Ross Merritt and Charles
Vhlte, two well known young business
men of this city, appeared before the
city council with a request to be al-
lowed to open and operate a skating
rink at the corner of Railroad avenue
and Fifth street, to be conducted un
der canvas, presenting with their re- - jquest a petition from the property!
holders in that vicinity, who agreed j
to establishing of a rink there.
The request of the two gentlemen
for skating rlnk purposes made.
Already they in communication
with the makers of skates and section
floors, and will secure the latest style,
cushion frame, bail-beari- skates. It
is their intention to have the rink in
operation as soon as the work neces
8ary t0 lt8 establishment can be ac
complished.
M,DUt1uer9ue ""Last evening at the McCoy & Whis- -
man skating rink In Elks building.
while Walter Zanonl of this citv and
,n .r, -
"Hue peed and struck his head vio- -
opera chairs which line the walls.
A!rhnnt?h rtii7t.il 7nnrtni u'lftV. liiill.
dog grit, staggered to his feet and
made a few strokes in an endeavor to
continue the race, but the blow had
been too hard and he fell in a heap,
unconscious. IIi opponent in the
race and others rushed to thu fallen
skater and removed him to another
room, where a physician was called
and treated his wounds. He returned
tUe rink ,8nr,rt,' afterwards, recelv
"
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ULLH I LU I IlMlllU HILL
ARRIVE TOMORROW
aSIX IN NUMBER ARE EXPECTED
BETWEEN 8 A. M. AND 3 P. M.
TOMORROW NO. 2 ON TIME
THURSDAY.
According to the latest Informationthe washouts on the Santi Ke In 'he to
vicinity of Needles wil be entirely re-paired by tonight and trains from Cali-fornia points, carrying California mall,
will reach here tomorrow. The firstIs reported to arrive at h a. in., andis to lie followed at tin minute in- -
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CUSTOM HOUSE
VALUABLE LAND FOR THE
PEOPLE IS YET
;
Indian Reservation to Be Soon
Thrown Open In the
New State.
PRICE IS PUT AT J5 '
BUT WILL CO HIGHER
Special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 21. Out oi
the best of the few remaining tracts
of Indian lands is soon to be throwniu io. uienl. inis iract is a
oh , A??a,1-aWt0- n' iU c.oniauche
Unr! 7il some'. .V!' 5
pasture"
The big pasture consists of lands
originally set aside for grazing the
cattle of the Apache and ln
Comanche Indians, and it is to the
survivors of tri that"the pro- -Te . V8. .
them th e t erli? , , Vi8' ?J"luvwit win uih IHiUCmai Ut'inK IIOIU
posed of is a combination of settle
uient and sale. The law provides that
none of the lands can be soli) for less F
Ihnn t '. an am- I. i. .1... ..I
'the department to sell to the highest
bidder. But whether the bidding will
lo auction or by sealed bids lias1
uot been determined,
Neither has the date of ihe sale
determined; only that it will
come some time before December G
probably about November lo
Of the half million acres 23,mmj
acres are woodland. The rest is roll-
ing pasture, exceedingly rich and well
suited to all forms of agriculture. It
expected that some of the lands
will sell for as high as V17 and even
$3t an acre. p.
The law provides that purchasers of
these lauds must be actual settlers In
order to secure title. The least time
man can live upon the lands and
secure title is fourteen months, and
the normal time is five years.
Some of the lands are now leased,
and these are to lie sold subject to.
the terms of thes.; leases. In addition
which the law has given a
first rail o tithe lands, so that they
may buy the lands covered by their
leai-e-s at a value to be fixed by ap-
praisers, if they so desire.
Purchasers will be required to pay
one-fift- h of the purrhane price at the
tlin the bid is made, and the remain- -
f)i(lr allMllal installments. 'he
With the deductions for Indian :il- - butjlJtm,.ut an,i (),m.r purposes theiv will
about S.imi quarter sectioi.s on
which to homestead. If there are on
homestead, tl Wn u'U .vr--persons iu the game. t.le
HILLS HOLDING IT CLOSE TO
x , s r- -. J
i i
Jd. .400 i
AT VALPARAISO.
EFFORTS 10 PULL OFF
THE MANCHURIA
HAVE FAILED
Tugs Have Been Ordered
From San Francisco, and
Passengers Are
ARRIVING IN HONOLULU
BY BOAT AND BY LAND
Honolulu, Aug. 21. All efforts have
so far failed to pull off the mall
steamer Manchuria, siranded off Rab- -
bit island on the shore of Oahu, and
cable may be sent asking for tugs
from San Francisco. There will be a
Wgh tide tomorrow morning at
o'clock, and another attemnt will
tun "e made to haul the liner off the ,
reefs- - u 13 Probable the Ala- -
meJa may help in this effort to get
stranded steamer into deep water,
hul er Position Is sucli as to give lit
tie hope for success. The inter-islan- d
steamers which r.i u .
are now arriving here with Asiatic
o v.: .waww.ui if ju uuaiu
TO LAKE REGION
Superior. Wis.. Aug. The serl-- :
oits drough, whV.i has threatened the'
Mta:o crop in northern Wisconsin,
was broken today by a drenching rain.'Reports from Vermillion and Mesaba'
ranstes in Minntsoin rredict that for
est fires are not. entirely smouldered!
but that danger is ihou?ht to have
GREAT NORTHERN ROSE
001 OF SIGHT
THE
JgB
THE SEA.
TONE OF WOOL IS HIGH
STRONGER SAYS THE
BOSTONJEPORT
Manufacturers Are Now Tak-
ing Greater Interest In
the Market.
TETTITORY GRADES ARE
IN BETTER DEMAND
.Boston, Aug. 21. A steady improve-uiu- ut
in the tone of tho wool market
Is reported, with increased interest on
the part of the manufacturers. Still
there Is a feeling that the present
basis of prices is likely to prevail
without material change. Both wash-
ed and unwathed territory
have been in some demand.
DISTRICT CLERK DIE
ABOUT READY 10 RESIGN
LEAVES TERRITORIAL 6ERVICE
TO BECOME MANAGER FOR
LUMBER COMPANY IN
MEXICO.
A special ill Monday's New Mexican,
j purporting to bo from this city, states
that Clerk Dame, of the district court,
will resign upon the return of Judge
Ira A. Abbott to this city, and that an
active canvass Is on among certain
Albuquerqueans for the position to
vacated, naming Harry V. I.ee, city
clerk; Harry I. Owen, court stenog
and W. A. Bayers, secretary to
Delegate Andrews. The New Mexican
that Mr. Owen's friends claim hejg Inside track
Whether or not It Is true that Mr,
Owen has the inside track. The Kven- -
"S Citizen, or any other territorial
PaP'. U not in a position to state, as
definite Information, but that the ap- -
pointment of any of the above named
Kentk-nie- would be acceptable, on thft
- iuuquerqiie,goes without saying,
Mr. Owen has often acted in the ca
paclty of clerk of the court In Captain
Dame s absence from New Mexico, and
is therefore familiar with duties
much experience
hat kind, having
several years, and
wuuld fill the position admirably. Ills
many friends here are Inclined to
think he stiuids an excellent chance of
the position.
Mr. Bayers Is as equally efficient,
and would probably make as good a
court clerk us either of the above
named gentlemen, so that an appolnt- -
ment of any one of the gentlemen
mentioned would meet with general
approbation here.
APPOINT DELEGATES
BOTH TO WOOL GROWERS' CON.
VENTION AND NATIONAL IR-
RIGATION CONGRESS.
The Bernalillo ounty commission-
ers held short session this morning
and appointed delegates to the New
Mexico sheep und wool growers' con
i. B C PP r 01 &I- - 1'U18 Were slv- - tho interior department in trust. and other passengers are coming in "lce- -
'ng f " The bl Pture lands are not to be overland. It Is reported the Mr. Lee has had
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New York. Au. -- 1 A sensational qiierque during fair week, as follows:feature of the s'o k exchange today ;us Thelin, Atnbrosio C'andelaria,
was t In advance in Creat Northern Francisco Lucero, Andres ltomero,preferred, which rose to o4'.a, a gain Santiago tlarcia. W. H. Metcalf, Ktan-o- f
over sixteen points from ycsier- - slado 1'udilla, W. 11. Hahn,
day's close. Tliis revived an old ru- - .Mora and (i. L. Brooks,
iiior of the consummation of an ore The resignation of Donariau Oarcla
deal between the 11.11 property and as Justice of the peace of preclncf No.
1'iiite l States Steel corporation, lo was accept etl, and Juan Alderete
in i news was developed on this was appointed to fill tho vacancy.
lo;iit. The commissioners appointed Her- -
man Bliieher, John Mann, Felix Lts-Mon-
Market. er, Charles K. Cleckler and IonurdNew York. Aug 21 Money cm call, Hunicke as delegates to the National
siroii and higher. tlHf'ti. Mercan-- Irrigation congress, which meets tpaper, i'a&tj. Bar silver, CO 5 8c. Boise, Idaho, September 3 to .
L
FIELD IN
ILLIK
Republicans and Democrats In
Simultaneous Session With
No Thought of Fusion.
SPEAKER CANNON WILL 6E
LV
Democrats In Bad Butigle Over
Retirement of Sullivan From
National Committee.
Springfield, Ills., Aug. 21. Before
the republican state convention met
today to nominate candidates for
treasurer of state, superintendent ofpublic Instruction, and three trustees
for the state university, it was con-
ceded that Speaker Cannon would re-
ceive emphatic endorsement as re-
publican candidate for president for
19i8, and that Shelby M.
.
Cullom
would be endorsed for to
the United States senate.
DEMOCRATS AIR MUCH
DIRTY LINEN AT PEORIA
Peoria, 111., Aug. 21. The demo
cratic state convention met today for
the purpose of nominating candidates
for state treasurer, state superintend
ent of public Instruction and for three
trustees of the University of Illinois.
in reality, However, the convention
was more a fight for control of the
state party machinery between the
factions headed by National Commit-
teeman Sullivan of Chicago and the
Immediate followers of Bryan, who in
successive letters has asked the res-ignation of Sullivan from the national
committee on the ground that he was
improperly placed two years ago. Sul-
livan refused .to resign and he and hla
friends resent what they term the In-
terference of Bryan In their state pol-
itics. Before the convention Sullivan
claimed that he controlled 1,400 out of
the 1,665 delegates. The Bryan peo-
ple, led by Judge Thompson of Jack-
sonville and Congressman Rainey, de-
clared that unless the convention re-
pudiated Sullivan they would fight to
the last against any endorsement of
Bryan by the convention. 'Sullivan,
on the other hand, declared Bryan
would be endorsed, whether he liked
it or not. v
GALLUP IS CONFIDENT
OF THE A. S C. ROAD
southern pacific cannot do
without the coal in sanjuan and Mckinley
counties.
Iu this week's issue ILe announce
ment appears calling the annual meet-ing of the A. & C. It. K., which will
be held in Tucson on the 17th of next
month. This county Is surely going
to get tne road, but .the question Is
when? Litigation Is holding the road
back in its construction In New Mex-
ico, but surveying and active con-
struction is going on In Mexico, and
the S. P., which Is behind the A. &C, has turned a ticket on the Phelps-Dodg- e
interests by getting the old
concession through the Yaqul valloy,
which was held by the Phelps-Dodg- e
company until It ran out.
Tom the latest reports obtainable
It is learned that the S. P. interests.
or people closely connected with the
same, will in the near future build
a smelter and copper reflnerv at a
point on the border not far from the
town of Naco, and from that point
will build into Mexico via the upper
San Pedro valley, and thence to tide-
water and the Guaymas connection.
To operate a smelter and refinery
It will require large quantities of coal
and coke, and the A. & C. has coal In
plenty along Its survey In McKinley
county, San Juan county and southern
Colorado. The coal In northern New
Mexico Is coking coal. Just what will
be required, while there Is no better
coal anywhere for fuel purposes than
the McKinley county coul, known all
over the southwest as Gallup coal. It
begins to look as though the building
of the A. & C. would be an absolute
necessity if tho probjected Industries
and extensions of the S. P. are car-
ried out. McKinley Republican.
T OF
FOR SECOND DISTRICT
JUDGE ABBOTT RETURNS TOMOR
ROW AND WILL IMMEDIATE-
LY APPOINT JURY COMMIS-
SIONS.
Judge Ira A. Abbott is expected
home tomorrow from his vacation,
spent at Haverhill, Mass., and on Fri-
day, accompanied by District Clerk
Dame, ho will go to Ixis I.tinas to ap-
point Jury commissioners and select
Juries for the September term of Va- -
encla couti'y court.
On ire day following, Sa' unlay. August 23, Judge Abbott will m.-t- t with
tMe Jury commissioners of Sandoval
county at Bernalillo for the selection
f McKinley county Juries for the en
suing year. Juries for Bernalillo
county will be selected on Monday,
August '.'7, and the McKinley county
uries w iU be selected on the 2Sth,
he coiiitiii i; iiers meeting with Judge
Abbott a'. Gallup.
Le-a- 1 and Coptr.
New York. Aug. 21. Lead and cop
per, quiet; unchangej.
HI THUMB
REPUBLICS
IN DISORDER
Gomez Will Try To Overthrow-Republi- c
of Cuba and Is
Raising Army.
PEOPLE ARE FLOCKING TO
HAVANA F0RJHE1R SAFETY
Another Tempest In a Teapot Is
Now On In the Santa Do-
mingo Republic. 1
Havana, Aug. 21, The Cuban gov
ernment has been positively informed
that General Gomes, who was a candi
date for the presidency, has left Ya- -
guajay, province of Santa Clara, ac-
companied by a band of insurgents.
The authorities of Santa Clara prov-
ince have been ordered to arrest Gen
eral Oome. Many people are com
ing into Havana, fearing to remain la
the country.
BELIEVED THAT DESPERATE
CIVIL WAR WILL FOLLOW
Cane Havtlen. Havtl. Auir 21. Ad
vices here from Ouavahln Ran Dn.
mongc, s."y that General Guellito. at
tne :iead of WO revolutionists, has left
lVi.iaboi to Join the troops of General
Navarro and make an attack upon
Monte Crlstl. The movement of San-
to Domingo has sent 1,200 men from
Merea against the revolutionists. It
Is believed that a desperate civil war
will follow.
MINING TOWN AND TWO
LIVES SACRIFICED TO FLAMES
Reno, Aug. 21. The mining town of
JohnBvllle, Plumaa county, Calif., was
practictally wiped out yesterday by
fire. Two livs wer lost and twenty-fiv- e
buHdings de'jltr.yed
'S
VISIT TO TUC1CARI
HE SAW THE COUNTRY, BEHELD
THE RICHNESS OF ITS AGRI-
CULTURAL YIELD AND MADE
EXCELLENT IMPRESSION
ON THE PEOPLE HE
MET, - V
The welcome extended to Gov-Herbe- rt
J. Hngerman, upon his visit
to this place last Monday was with-
out ostentation or display but better
than pomp or parade, it was a sincere
manifestation of the people's respect
and admiration, for tne young chief
executive.
When tile governor stepped from
the Southwestern special bearing him-
self anu party, he was greeted by the
reception comm.ttee and as large
a crowd Oi representative citizens as
ever assembled to give honor to one
to whom honor is due.
A number of carriages were in
readiness and, after shaking hands
with the members of the reception
committee, the governor and party,
consisting of Hon. J. W. Kaynolds,
territorial secretary, Attorney Gen-
eral W. C. Heid and Mr. Carpenter,
manager of the Dawson Fuel com-
pany, were driven to the court house
where they were given an informal
reception, after which Governor Ha-germ-
made a brief address which
was characterized by his usual ear-
nestness and sincerity; his words
were well chosen and fitly spoken,
evidencing the Independence and
courage of conviction that' character-
izes his official conduct.
After the address the party visited
the chief business industries of Tu- -
cumcarl winding up at the scouring
mill. This industry is one of the best
equipped of its kind in the country
and interested the governor very
much.
The committee had arranged for a
drive through the country for the
purpose of showing the visitors that
what has been said and written
about the agricultural prospects ofQuay county were genuine. The trip
was east to the farm ranch of Harry
K. Grubbs, from which place tne party
drove north across the Rock Island
railroad and thence east to the farm
of O. C. and K. L. Patterson, which
was the climax to the day's entertain
ment.
Here, Just on the outskirts of tho
town is one of the most pleasing farm
scenes ever beheld; long rows of In-lia- n
corn, its silken tassels waving
in the golden sunshine, gives relief
to the eye aid confirms the belief
that with proper cultivation the soil
of Quay county will yield an abund-
ance that will soon make the coun-
ty the gralnery of tho southwest.
Mr. Patterson had been Informed
of his visit and had a number of
choice watermelons on ice to which
the party did ample Justice, as the af-
ternoon was warm and no other
were on tap.
From the Patterson farm the party
returned to town and at 11 o'clock
In tho evening departed on their spe-
cial train for Santa i.osa.
Few of our people, knew the gover-
nor personally before his visit hero
and now that all have met him, we
hear expressions complimentary from
those who met him last as well as
before.
We like his way of doing things,
we admire his stand for clean govern-
ment and regardless of party affilia-
tions will stand by him In his cru-
sade against graft and corruption.
Tucumcari News.
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Hr. Bryan returns, receives the plaud-
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graceful acknowledgement, and sails
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ond opportunity to make the demo
cratic heart grow fonder. both
Mr. and the democracy,
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contact, and the that
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that every man, no matter great
Is, must suffer when
constant hearing voice.
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presidential seekers
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What Bryan May Do.
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"conservatives" as to what may
on the government own-rshi- p
of railroads. That Mr. Bryan
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is well known, there is hope that
may not press it at time.
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this question and the
struggle in New York there is inti-
mate relation. If Mr. Bryan comes
out strong for owner-
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in New York but the nomination
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Parties Divided in Ohio.
In New York state both the demo
crats and republicans are playing in
great luck. The democrats are lucky
because the Tepubllcans are fighting
among themselves, and the republic
ans are lucky because the democrats
have inter-part- y strife.
The democratic conflict, of course,
is between Hearst and anti-Hear- st
factions, with the guebrnatorial nom
ination and control of the party ma
chinery as the prizes. In this fight.
however, there is involved the issue
of Hearst's doctrines, something that
affects the welfare of the people, and
the struggle can be viewed without
repulsion. The New York republican
fight, on the other hand, would seem
to have nothing back of It other than
the sordid ambitions of two men, 'he
question of whether an Odell or a
HigKlns shall be boss. It is a pitiful
Issue upon which republicans are ask
ed to battle, and it is a pitiful choice
of evils which the party has.
Pretty Good Boost for Burton.
From conditions in tho Emipre
State it is a relief to turn to Ohio
and find a spot where courageous
manhood and high-mind- statesman
ship seem actually to be prized. In
the Twenty-firs- t congressional dis
trict, in which is embraced the most
of the city of Cleveland, Congressman
Theodore li Burton Is a candidate to
succeed himself. Mr. Burton Is not
popular, politically, with Senator
Dick and other powers that control
the Ohio republican machine, but he
is popular with the people of the
Twenty-fir- st district. Dick and the
machine power would gladly defeat
Burton if they dared to try, but for
BflBV'S
VOICE
the parts, and assists natur in
work. its aid
thousands have
passed this crisis in per-
fect safety and pair..
priceless
Full Teeth
Crovvna
$1.50
to
Soid l per bottie d Ccr booi
fct value ail women lr-- e Addr
BRAOriCLO
Highland
Pharmacy
K
I
THE DRUG STORE
WHERE QUALITY
EXCEEDS PRICE
vS ot
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
205 East Railroad Ave.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
8et of
Gold $8
Gold Filling
Painless Extracting 50c
rut;
tnt
S
up
WORK ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.
B. F. COPP.
$8
GUAR
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
the sake of their own skins they have
keep hands off.
tkeOULATOR
Not only is Mr. Burton popular
republican constituents, but the
domocrats like him equally as
years ago, the democratic can
CO.. 4'aa,
with
well
Two
didate for congress withdrew, in or
der thnt Burton might have a clear
field, there being fear that he would
be knifed by the republican machine
and possibly defeated. After looking
awhile at New Y'ork, doesn't that seem
a aueer thing for the democratic can
Om
didate to have done? Again, this
year. Mayor Tom Johnson and other
leading Cleveland democrats advocate
the practically unanimous return of
Burton by refraining from making a
democratic nomination, while still
other democrats would like to see
Burton placed on the democratic
ticket.
And how this man Burton secured
such a hold upon the confidence and
affection of his people? Chiefly 'by
doing his duty as he has seen it, and
refusing to pluy peanut politics. Bur-
ton is erudite, independent and fear
less. There is nothing blatant about
his Independence, but he never ..hes-
itates to speak his mind in a quiet,
scholarly way; and he never seems to
think of political consequences to
himself. In the house of representa
tives he is chairman of the committee
on rivers and harbors and believes tne
people's money should be expended on
internal improvements rather than in
preparation for war. He Is conspic-
uously opposed to naval extravagance.
This fact, together with the fact that
he favors tariff revision, has oper-
ated against his advancement in the
house, but it hasn't prevented him
from winning tne respect every
member of that body, from Speaker
Cannon down to the most obscure
first-term- He likewise has the
confidence and respect of President
Roosevelt, although he opposes some
of Mr. Roosevelt s pet policies.
Some of these days, when tho
publican party of Ohio is relieved of
the incubus of bosslsm, 1 heodore Bur
ton will be sent to the United States
senate, where he properly belongs
and which august body he orn
ament.
Stomach Troubles and Constipation,
No one can reasonably hope for
good digestion when the bowels are
constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of Ed
wardsvllle. 111., says: "I suffered from
chronic constipation and stomach tra
bles for several years, but, thanks to
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab
lets, am almost cured." Way not get
a package of these tablets and get
well and tay well'' Price 25c. Sam
ples free. For sale by all druggists,
TAKE A PLUNGE
n the
SWIMMING POOL.
504 North First Street. Open Daily,
10 a. m. to 10 m.
o
"Make Ha While the un Shines."
There is a lesson in the work of the
thrifty farmer. He knows that the
bright sunshine may last but a day
and he prepares for the showers
which are so liable to follow. So
should be with every household. Dys-
entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
may attack some member of the home
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
is the best known medlc'.je for these
diseases, should always be kept at
hand, as .immediate treatment is nec-
essary, and delay may prove fatal. For
sale by all druggists.
Is ti e joy of the household, for without
i' r.o happiness can tecoinplete. How
aweet the picture of mother and babe!
Aruels smile at and commend the
thoughts and apirat:ons of the mother
bemhngever thecradle. T'le ordeal through
which the expectant mother must pass, how-
ever, is fco full of danger and suffering that shs
looks forward to the hour when she shall leel
Ihe exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear,
livery woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of child-
birth can be entirely avoided by the use cf Mother's Friend, a scientific
liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
its sublime Hy
of women
great
without
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DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS
of the man who fhouid be working for tout
ofbe man wouid glly lend you moneyf
of the n.-i- .vtij wmilJ like to buy your horss?
of thu man who would buy an Interest In your business?
of the man who would buy that lot of ground.
of the man who would buy your old bicycle? ,
&je Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
with r.ainR9 and addresses
of people who are
"Neccessary to Your Prosperity"
IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, pnone
call or write Abraham's Employ-
ment office, 120 West Silver ave-
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
WANTED.
WANTED A porter; a re
liable man to general worn. p
ply to Grunsfeld Bros.
be
do
WANTED A girl for general house
work; two In family. Apply to J. w.
.Tohnson, Bank of Commerce,
WANTED To trade new wne-e-i ior
either shoigun Wlncnester nne.
C. A. Wright. Alvarado curio rooms.
MANTED Young lady as apprentice
in our millinery department. Ap-
ply between 9 and 12 a. m. at The
Economist.
WANTED A good woman cook to
cook only one meal a day. oooa
wages. Must be first-cla- ss cook.
German or Swede preferred.
WANTED A steady nildUie-age- u
woman to do cooking and general
housework. Apply or addres Mat-
thews' JerRey Dairy, Albuquerque.
WANTED Gentlemen's second-han- d
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED A middle-age-
understands the work, to
charge of lawn and grounds at a
sanitoriuni. Good wages and board
to right party. German preferred.
Call at The Citizen office for
FOR RENT.
man, who
FOR RENT Furnished room
auire 220 South Edith street.
lAV the Rule Dry Goods company,
Both mflrlfthvwith bath. 5U South Third street.
FOR RENT ult SALE The new
house at 814 South Arno St.
Pavment $12 per month. Address
Highlands, Citizen oCce K by mail.
Second street.
FOR RENT Pleasant rooms in mod-
ern house. Private board. No. 124
South Edilh street.
FOR RENT Elegant furnished room;
close in, respectable; no
cheap. No. 410 South Arno street.
FOR RENT ATslx-roo- house; bath"
as high
$200.
strictly month
us
THE
R.
building.
furnished
'phones.
dell's.
R.
electric other con- - treated with High
veniences. 624 West TiJeras ave- - Electrical, current ana
Germicide. each
o... - .., I from 8 a. m. to p. m.. Trainedrun. .1. KuwU .-- . ,
'lin everything "
Apply to ok. u.
I( T.lnuor rracxice nmnea io eye,
RENT Furnished housekeeping
rooms, 2, 3, or 4 rooms; quite re
spectable; convenient. 916
Broadway
'OR RENT Furnished front room
outside entrance; also furnished
shaded tent, with or without board
506 South street.
also
well
rooms,
KiiXT A
at house, with Building.
without it per week white
and up. Albuquerque, N. M.
RENT Cottages
Very nice- - Spencer
pianos, to building,
Mrs. Norrls, 110 East
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
FOR SALE A rooming house,
cheap. Over market, South
Second street.
SALE.
Farr's
i OR SA 150 of
g-- condition. Apply or
T. room Na
tional Bank building,
TOR SALE Bicycle and general re
pair shop fine set of tools;
good business. Porterfield
110 Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Ihe furniture of a live-roo-
house h piano. sell
all for what piano cost. The house
for rent. Close In. Porterfield Co.,
110 Gold avenue.
SALE
Topham.
must
FOR
head
with
Will
Fountain.
TOR SALE A handsome Hardman
plans, In fine condition and almost
new, at a For partlcn
lars, call at office.
FOR SALE My general store.
for some one to secure an
business. Address, P.
M Pueblltos, M.
A well established
business, in good town
good reasons for s"tore
building and dwelling for rent or
sale. P. O. 218.
ln- -
SALE The House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty
four rooms, all newly furnished,
p3inted and papered. The best pay
property in Any
oifcr acceptable. Call or C,
.T). Warde, the House
M.
FOR SALE One Iluffalo scale.
Michelbarh's Town.
1
1 7 a
1 ton. 1
1
i the
1 1
General xiu I
business cm the El
western In eastern Mexico,
$15,0iH to $20,000. !
lKirtunlty for Can ex
j. ii i, ....
' 0
inrpilHeB to
A for pain Dr.
Eclectrlc lini
devised. A household rem
In America for
Dr. WUltum-India- I'ile
iintint-ii- l will cure
I'llt'K. 11 uusoriih ine
at urn . ui la
. ft to- -
Williuuis Hint.
uit-n- t In for 1 lin
ing uf Ihe in
llv -- I s. on tc
of prii-p- Ml .ml I.N. WILLIAMS
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SALE BY VAXN &
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY to LOAN
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels;
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE-
CEIPTS, aa low as $10 and as
Loans are quickly made and
private. Time:
to one year given. Goods remain In
your Our rates are reason-
able. Call and see before borrow-
ing.
LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets and all
rarta of the world.
Rooms 3 4, Grant Bldg.
315 Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
LAWYERS.
Ira M.
ATTORNEY LAW, 32 F street
N. D. Pensions,
lands, patents, caveats,
trade marks, claims.
W. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer- -
nne n at. nrnco. first Nationaltake Bank
E. W.
ATTORNEY LAW. Office, Crom
block, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 16, block, over
..An .Vln..lt, Golden Annnlntmpnta
invalids;
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue. Office
hours. a. m., 12:-- o p.
to B Telephone 462. Ap- -
TZBr,f!i,"r"ls1 i.ointments'made
DR. B. M.
Dentist.
Office on Railroad avenue, over Man
203.
DR. L. HUST.
Office. 6-- N. Armijo
lieht and modern Tuberculosis
Frequency
nue Treatments given
rvrj-f.- T" day 4
nci.M-ci.i- uuii r,.
city; fixtures and """ nw"-- .
for bus ness. Con- - w. bnAUnntn,
so ated Co. tar, nine
First
nrt-pa-
Auto
readv
FOR
Arno
Throat
Occulist Aurist for
am,h coast lines. Office, 313 West
roaa avenue.
Hours: 9 a. m. 5
p.
UNDERTAKER.
'phone
wewiy iurnisnea rooms BORDERS.
Colo..
Minneapolis or Commercial Club
Hearse, $5
and cottage
flats, rooms. p V. O. Walling-l-
furnished, etc., ford. Rooms ,
Albuquerque, N. Both 'phones.
FOR
horses In
A. tjurule. 17.
Albuquerque.
FOR Soda
bargain.
this
Rare
chance
established
N.
SALri Ken
country
selling;
FOR Minneapolis
Albuquerque.
address
Minneapolis
Albuquerque, N.
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possession.
HOUSEHOLD
Washington, C.
copyrights,
Albuquerque,
WILLIAMS,
'Phone,
PHYSICIANS.
Fe
115
the
housekeeping,
ARCHITECTS.
one
Barnett
tenants. No. M.
address
paying
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell.
23, N. T. Armijo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Tho. K. D. Maddlson.
W. B. Chllders, West
Gold avenue.
VETERINARIAN.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
424
35,
Residence 'phone.
RODERICK STOVER, E.
Black
Office
Office, North Second street
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black
Auto.,
Electrical Mechanical Engineer.
Aeent for Fairbanks. Morse & Co
T-
-
J-
- engines a specialty,
906 West Railroad avenue.
matic 'phone,
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
H. R. WHITING,
119 Second Street,
National Bank building.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Examiner abstracter of
titles, Including those Spanish
eral merchandise store, doing good Mexican origin
box
ing
ClANUtaCTUHiNS
and
and
five and
and
TEACHER OF PIANO.
C. Leonard, studio 707
North Primary pupils
specialty; 50c per lesson. Parties In
write or
TIME COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents
A made door, trimmings,
for $1.25.
making window screens an
mortised together, as strong as
niarlile counter. ice canaclty for sauare foot, A
ice machine. door. or
ennine, power holler, 2 outlast door shipped In
steam water pumps, nurraio from togetner wun inm-climm-
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stuffer, racks nnd hooks, at Tony We the regular shop made
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Red
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Miss Fay
First street.
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per foot.
home with
We
and
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meat cast,
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make
edy
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screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, J2.00 to $2.25, for 1B0.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
it vm- - nj.nt raaiilta In advertising
un fc.nm an Evenine citizen want aa.
cality healthiest In New Mexico. Ad- -
this
specific Thomas'
strongest, cheapest
23
lir. IMt
omit
ui.iu.
S. SON.
on
to
patents,
D.
Dobson.
to
T.
to 12 to
m.
to
E.
gasoline
of
forested
SCREEN IS
are
NOTICE TO SUM- -
MER WANDtntnai
Have The Evening Citizen for--
warded to your address when H
vou go away on your vacation.
If you are n- o- a paid up sub-- t
scriber, please let us know when
you order the paper forwarded,
and alio let us know if you de- -
sire it stopped at your home ad- - V
dress. He careful to give pom- -
V office, hotel or street address, in
S all cases.iHttntrirtiturt
BANK INSTITUTIONS
MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE MEXICO
Capital and surplus. $100,000
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAYINGS
.DEPOSITS
With Means Unsurpassed Facilities.
to Depositors Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
JohnBon, Asst, Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge,
Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. O. B. Croaiwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
V
z
2
. . .
and
and
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
4UK7QUHRQUK, N. M.
JOSHUA 8. JtATNOUM mmmm. PfeaMmt
M. W. FLOURNOT ......Vtee PresWeat
McKjcB
R. A. ...... .A4i0taBt
V. . N5POBITORT.
AwttM-ls- e .
Paid Uf CatUl, Surplus ad
NEW
Ample
Extends Every Solicits
Solo-
mon Arnot,
FRANK
itkOST. Caselsr
Ompftal
Proftte
JIESSflSPT'""
r... X.
..fKO.OOO.t
Depository fwr Atchison, Topeka Santa Fe Railway Company
GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC
Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
C o r r e c t
CommercialPrinting
The CITIZEN JOB Rooms
f. "OLD
.Cmsfctor
.$.
Letter Hmd
Envelope
Mete Heed
Progrem
Invltetlon
Cetelogue
Blenk Book
Receipt Book
In other word
wo turn out
e
printer knew
how to do .
oscoooooooo oo)ocooorooo
oooooocooeooo
RELIABLE."
everything
ESTABLISHED 1873.
? L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.
FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
A RAILROAD AVENUE. ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
ooooo oc o o oomo9ooo9Xxooyo
SHOWER BATH BENEFITS
are simply a "terra Incognita" to the
man who never tried them. If we fit
up a bath-tu- b for you as it should le
equipped namely, with a shower at-
tachment, the comfort, coolness and
enjoyment you'll obtain these not
summer days and night will make you
our friends lor life. Ask us about
prices. ,
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.
Standard Plumbing andlHeating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671. Colo., Red 284.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERMAN-WILLIAM- FAINT Covers more, Iooks best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUIIOiiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
Hi
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SERIOUS CHARGE IS
MADE AGAINST ASSESSOR
correspondent writes the lrds-bur- g
Liberal from Dwyer, in the east-
ern part of Grant county, that he
could make an assessment In his sec-
tion, putting on the roll only the prop-trt-y
the regular assessor did not en-
roll, and make a bigger roll for that
section than the regular roll.
FAIR CAR WAKES UP
PEOPLE ALONG THE LINE
The advance car of the Territorial
Fair association of Albuquerque was
on a side track at Las Vegas all day
Saturday and attracted a great deal of
attention. It was coveread on all sides
with lllustrat.ons of the features of
the fair and advertising matter, and
gives the Impression that a circus had
come to town. The car left that even-
ing for the north and will go as far as
Trinidad, Colo., scattering broadcast
literature describing the greatness of
the carnival week in the Duke city.
MIMBRES VALLEY REALTY
COMPANY IN BUSINESS.
The Mimbres Valley Realty coom-jan-y
hsis opeed an ofllee In the Mar-
shall block, Demlng, and are already
Tiuiug a fry' "J uuoiin 00, ' - w. -- --
lion and Wl L. Nixon, who compose
the firm, are hustlers, as their adver-
tisement, which appears on the front
uace of this issue, will prove. These
gentlmen believe in a liberal applica
light, to enable them to do a business
4tin n111 nanoooKlltQ tht IUP of the
flowing Ink. They have a neat little
omce, right in tne center 01 uusmess,
and are entitled to a large share of
patronage. When you want to buy or
sell, loan or borrow, go right to the
Mimbres Valley Realty company, and
you win get wnat is rigni.
FORMER GOVERNOR OTERO
DINED BY A. SELIGM AN
Former Governor Miguel Otero was
the guest of honor and Hon. Arthur
Sellgman the host at an elaborate
stag dinner one evening last week at
the latter's residence on Palace ave
nue, says the New Mexican. It was
a congenial band of spirits, figurative
ly speaking of course, that gathered
about the table to eat, drink and be
merry, and at the same time to ex
tend a cordial welcome home to the
irom his travels In Eur
ope. The menu emoraced the delicac-
ies in season. It was a feast fit for
the gods and the mortals who partook
of It did ample justice. During the
discussion of tne repast wit and wis
dom bubbled torth unrestrained with
an effervescence that rivaled the ef
forts of the sparkling "chasers." With
the last course out of the way choice
cigars were distributed and the Jolly
guests amused themselves with tell'
ing stories 'and occasional songs
Present besides the nost and "the
guest of honor were: Governor Her
bert Hagerman, Territorial Secretary
J. W. Raynolds, Attorney General W.
C. Reid, Judge John R. McFie, Col
onel George W. Prichard, Major R.
J. Palen, James L. Selignian, A. M
Bergere, and Levi. A. Hughes.
RATHER SLOW METHOD
OF GETTING WORK DONE
The Eighty-Fiv- e mine has tempor
arily stopped shipping ore, because
of tne expense of loading, says the
Lordsburg Liberal. When it com
menced shipping this spring it ship
ped over the Arizona & New Mexico
road from Oil station. There was no
loading plattorm there, but the com'
ipany promised to build one. Expect
Ing the platiorm immediately the
haulers consented to do the loading
until the platform was built. Super
intendent Veitch ordered the ereetion
of the platform, but the order must
nave gone lost. When President Col
quhoun returned the matter was pre
eented to him, and he ordered the
erection of the platform, and thought
it was bum. When he was on his way
to California, and found It was not
huilt he Issued new instructions for
Its building, but these seem to have
got lost in the scuffle, and no work
has been done on it. This week the
men doing the hauling refused to
load the ore, except at an additional
price of twenty-fiv- e cents per ton, and
rather than pay this on low grade
ore shipments were suspended. The
platform will probably be built some
time, and then shipments will be re
sumed.
In the Laundry
In the Kitchen
in the Toilet
and
In the Hursery
as
a Cleanser
and Purifier
is Effective
Yet
Absolutely
Harmless
Cleans the most delicate fabric with
out injury, and leaves the band soft
and white. All dealer. Fiee sampl
and illustrated booklet ior ic. in stamps.
Address Pacific Coast fioias Co
Chicago, 1U.
EVENING CITIZEN.
Albuquerque is going to grow, and grow fast, millions of dollars worth of improvements are being lined up and soon be under way. If you want to get in on the ground
flour buy some of these beautiful 50 foot lots in UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot Only $5.00 down $5.00 per monthno interest
Call at Office for illustrated booklet, or free automobile ride to the property.
University Heights Improvement Co., Owners
Down Town Office 119 South Second Street
MILLIE BROWN'S CASE MAY FREE ISLE OF PINES
AMERICAN GIRL WHO WAS LOCK
ED t)P IN FILTHY PRISON BY
CUBANS TO BE AN ISSUE IN
CONGRESS NEXT WINTER
AMERICANS ON THE ISLAND
BOILING OVER WITH RAGE
STORY OF FAMOUS CASE.
Special Correspondence.
Nueva Gerona, Isle of Pines, Aug.
21. discontent, long prevalent!
among Americans on the island, has
ben brought to the boiling point by
the imprisonment of Miss Millie J.
Brown, notwithstanding her pardon
and release.
It has become an International in
cident and recital of the uetails will
rumble in the halls of congress next
winter.
This condition is foreshadowed by
inquiries received here from states-
men who sympathize with the Ameri-
cans who want to cut loose from the
Cuban rule and have the island placed
under the jurisdiction of the United
States.
When the status of Cuba was set
tled the Isle of Pines was left out
for future settlement and the ques
tion whether it Bhall be attached to
the states of Cuba Is pending in con
gress.
Miss Browns' case, which has
aroused such a storm of Indignation,
is being brought forward as a sample
of the Cuban rule that is being en-
dured by the Americans. It Is the
'toy telegraph ' case. A line, 1,800
feet long, was run at Columbia to
connect the homes of Miss Brown
and H. L. Augustine and the store of
L. C. Giltner.
Miss Brown, who Is 19, lives with
her parents, who came from Iowa,
and the family is highly respected.
Augustine and Giltner are Cornell uni-
versity graduates, and hall from New
York state, inelr telegraph line cost
$19.20, and was entirely on private
land. It was constructed In June, and
had been in use only two or three
weeks when the rural guards called
to Inquire about It. They were truth- -
WWjj3'W-- .
succeeded
BEAUTIFUL AND NOVEL CHARITY BUILT UP ON GIFTS OF PENNIES
NEW ORGANIZATION HAS UNIQUE OF HELP-
ING VACATION POPULAR GET
SUMMER WHILE SOCIETY ENJOYS REST ON THE
OF A LAKE.
t y 1 1 1 1 u a
PENNIES CAN
to amount of 650,000 were collected.
Fifteen working girls received vacation, with Pull- -
man all
Scores of working girls rest recreation
pleasant home Lake Ponchartrain.
Special Correspondence.
New Orleans, Ia., Aug. 21. The
most poplar charity in New Orleans
conducted by the Working Girls'
association. This society has
high an aim conducts its busi-
ness in so dignified manner that its
work can scarcely he called charity.
The association is years old.
The president Is J. Kemp Ridgely,
popular passenger agent, the vice
president s Chas. Lee; sporting
Many of Its members are
newspaper men.
The work of this organization has
become popular that tnhls year
collected money sufficient to send fif-
teen popular working girls to the
mountains of North Carolina In
special Pullman car, paying all ex-
penses furnishing
money and plenty of luxuries for the
trip.
Besides this, the members turned
over "Kest Awhile.' home
across Lake Ponchartrain In the plney
woods country, the sum of $3,000, in
cash, to be used by prominent
women who conduct this home for
working girls.
All of money was secured by
selling votes for the most popular
TUCUMCARl NEWS WANTS
TO MAKE AN EXHIBIT
ASKS EVERY FARMER IN QUAY
COUNTY TO SEND SAMPLE OF
HIS AGRICULTURAL PROD-UCT- S
TO PUT ON PERMA-
NENT EXHIBIT.
The News wants sample of every
agricultural product grown In Quay
county for an offlce exhibit. Among
the first places the stranger ox home-seek- er
visits arriving in a new
town is the postoflice the local
newspaper.
, will give due prom-
inence iu the Tucumcari News of all
agricultural products delivered to
the office, giving the name of the
farmer growing the product, mode of
cultivation, etc. When the exhibit
has been finished will take picture"
to be used iu the description of
agricultural resources in our special
edition which U under prepara-
tion. We wan', only good specimen
of each product from each fanner who
cares to help build the exhibit
v - a s
.mjw'iw imii'ii nmm
y ,s . j.y'wjt . XttWhJl ln.,.,...n,r,,..J
fully told that was not commer-
cial line, but had been erected for
purposes of amusement. No order was
given to' dismantle it, but early In
July the owners of the wires were
twice haled before Judge Flgueraro,
to whom the enterprise was fully
That dignitary departed, and Judge
Diaz, who had been chosen with
view to "harmonizing" conditions, on
the island, him. Diaz called
in the trio on July 14, asked a few
questions, and read typewritten de-
cision, prepared advance, Imposing
joint fine $100 with the alterna-
tive of each serving 33 3 days In
prison. They were charged with hav-
ing violated military order Issued
by eneral "Jai Alal" Vvood In 1902,
prohibiting the establishment of tele
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working girl in the city at one penny
each. This year 650,000 votes were
cast almost two votes to every soul
living in New Orleans.
"Rest Awhile" Is conducted by the
King's Daughters, at the head of
which is Miss Sophie B. Wright,
whose charity has been the subjtct
of comment in nearly all of the lead-
ing magazines and newspapers.
Next year the Outing association
expects to send two of its most popu-- ;
lar contestants on a trip around the
world, and hopes to secure at least a
million votes for this purpose. The
j surplus from the expenses of this
,trlp will be given to another charity.
The annual contest is becoming one
of the most talked of events in Louis-
iana. Many of the New Orleans me-
rchants have entered into the spirit of
the work, and the winners this year
were loaded with special prizes, such
as diamonds, watches, trunks, silk
dress patterns, umbrellas, hats and
opera glasses.
Atteutlon has been attracted to one
of the successful young contestants,
Miss Lillian Brown, who gave up her
outing and all the prizes in order that
she might have a scholarship in one
of the leading business colleges.
at the en dof the collection we will
group them for pictures. In this way
we hope to get a representative ex-
hibit of the various products of the
county. Leave your name and the lo-
cation of your farm with . whatever
product you bring.
It Is the Intention of this paper to!
make the special edition now under:
preparation the greatest and at the
same time a correct description of our
agricultural resources and stick In-
terests, and we earnestly solicit the
supiort of everybody inter?sted in the
welfare of our great county, which
we soon hope to see one of the most
populous and the wealthiest in New
Mexico.
The End of The World
of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe.'
of Bear Grove, la., of a., usefulness,
came when ha began taking Electric
Bitters. He writes: "Two years ago
kidney trouble caused me great suff-
ering, which I would never have sur-
vived had I not taken Electric Bit-
ters. They also cured me of general
debility." Sure cure for aU stomach,
liver and kidney complaints, bIo?d dis-
eases, headache, dizziness and weak-
ness or bodily decline. Price 5"c. Guar-
anteed by aii drvgsUts.
MILLY BROWN IN HER CELL IN THE FILTHY JAIL AT NUEVA GERONA.
phone or telegrapil lines without spe-
cial official authority.
The prisoners had never heard of
this regulation. The three young peo-
ple were taken direct trum tne court
room to tne prison, 'luey found it to
be a typical Latin oasttle. It was re-- '
volting, but they endured it lor the
i principle Involved. There were no
beds, nor tames, nor chairs in the
prison. Miss Brown was assigned to
a dark, damp, gloomy room, i4 feet
square. The only bedding she had for
a few days was tne scant clothing
loaned to her by a fellow prisoner,
j She was tne only woman in the Jail,
There were no accommodations for
women and no matron. Aside from
the two young Americans, her fellow
prisoners were a motley crew of Cu-- I
ban criminals, from murderers to
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KOI R ORl PRIZES
OUTING
PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN
DEMING.
The 1906-- 7 term of the public
schools of this city will on
Tuesday, the 4th day of
Prof. iKMlerer, who finished the
term last has been employed as
principal, and Miss Lillian as-
sistant priiipal. The members
of the faculty are:
Osnier, Daisy Allen, Barbara Raithel,
N. T. Bergen, Catherine Godden,
Bonham, Koe Connolly and Mrs.
Alio- - Smith.
George the Head-
light that the list of children of
sc holastic age Is H'u. Pretty
showing, and goes to show that In the
years past this enrollment has not
been attended to in the thorough
that it has this year. Whenever
George has a thing to do, he does it
in a most sai Ufactorv manner or not
at all.
chicken thieves.
There were two weeks of this prison
experience. Meantime a committee of
island Americans, chosen at an lndig- -
j nation meeting, was sent to Havana
and the American legation got to
work, i ne outcome was the pardon- -
ing of the prisoners by the Cuban
naUonal officials.
Miss Brown is the heroine of the
big American colony. They called
by scores at the prison to praise her
courage and
Miss Brown ias sent a statement of
the case to Senator Morgan. In the
fight to be made for the island she
will figure prominently, as did Evan-salin- e
Cisneros. the only other woman
ever confined In Nueva Gerona .prison,
In the contest for the freedom of
i
SEW KN3 WORKING GIRLS WHO WON IN THE
ASSOCIATION CONTEST.
CITY OF
begin
September.
May,
Gray
other
Misses Grace
Vio-
let
Chester Informs
good
man-
ner
Cuba.
Tho new addition to the school
building will not be completed, owing
to failure iu getting material in time,
but ii will soon be in shape and then
Deming will be able to show a public
school that has no rival in the terri-
tory.
PECOS VALLEY HOLDS
RECORD FOR PEARS
Colonel Parker Earle brought in a
basket of his fiuest Bartlett peura this
afternoon and gave, the Record force
the best treat of the season. Mr.
Earle has demonstrated that pear
growing cau be made one of the most
profitable Industries In the Pecos val-
ley. He will make morn from his
small orchard this year than many
farmers make on a whole section of
land growing other crops. His re-
turns are already about tu.iHio for this
year, and the best portion of his pears
are Just now beginning to ripen.
Roswell Record.
I
First National Bank Building
J. D. Eakln, President.
G. Gloml, Vice President.
Chas. Mellnl,
O.
Consolidated Liquor Co.
to
MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A. GIOMI.
IN
We in
to the bar
THE
Secretary
Bachechl, Treasurer.
Successors
WHOLESALE
Wines, Liquors Cigars
keep everything
stock outfit most fastidious complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS.
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRAN ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,
And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to motion.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and. Price IJst,
Issued to dealers only.
St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN
FE, - - NEW MEXICO
FORTY-EIGHT- H YEAR
BEGINS SEPT.
BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, and Rex Flintkole Rooting
First and Marquette Albaqaerqoe, New Mexico
oooooo
DEALERS
&
YELLOWSTONE,
BROTHERS
SANTA
3rd, J906
Glass, Cement
AS A SPECIAL INDUCEMENT
to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No. 62-1-
$21.00. Terms, $3 cash and 14 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range, No. 25-1-
$22.50. Term, $0 cash and $3.50 a
month for five month.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's subscrip-
tion to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD
fOffOtX0). H. O'REILLY & CO.
-- 3LEADING DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
1i
Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citi-
zen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read. . v
1.
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FINANCIAL OUTLOOK
Our foreign trade Is on an exceedingly satisfactory
basis, not only showing a steady expansion but running
on lines that serve to strengthen our credit abroad and
help settle foreign Indebtedness, Bays Henry Clews, the
?few York banker. In July our merchandise exports
amounted to $111,550,000, which was $3,f.on.ooo ahead
of the same month last year nnd probably the largest
July on record. The packing house agitation had no
adverse effect except upon the shipments of canned beef,
which probably will prove only temporary.
The Importations for July were also a record break-
er, the total beln 1107,600.000, an increase of $23,100,000
over the same month last year. But a better test of our
foreign trade Is found in the returns for the last seven
months ending July 31. luring this period our exports
reached $;69,390,000, an increase of $120,500,0(10. This
beats the record. Our Importations for the same period
were $744,900,000, also an unprecedented figure and an
Increase of $70,500,000 over last year. These returns
give us an excess of exports amounting to $224,000,000,
compared with $174,000,000 a year ago. During the
seven months our net imports of gold amounted to
while in 1905 and 1904 we exported gold to the
mounts, net, of $19,000,000 and $13,000,000, respective-
ly. So far as the gold movement Is concerned, we are
nearly $(10,000,000 better off than In the last two years.
"vYSth an assured large demand for cotton, wheat and
other products, to say nothing of our growing shipments
abroad of manufactured goods, we are in an eminently
good position as regards foreign trade. Nothing can
prevent gold coming this way later with considerable
freedom except high rates of Interest; and these the
United States can better afford to pay than Knglcnd,
France or Germany.
UNANSWERABLE ARGUMENT
Can New Mexico and Arizona have separate state-
hood? The powers that be have said "No," and they
Jiave said so for thirty years. Why do they say no?
Here is the answer from a speech in the senate:
As representing in part the 5,000,000 people who
form the great state of Illinois, I feel it my duty to pro-
test against the admission of New Mexico and Arizona
as separate states into the Union. The aggregate pop-
ulation of New Mexico and Arizona amounts to only
317,000. The same census shows that the population of
Illinois was 4,S21,wm. It is claimed by the friends of
these territories that their population has vastly in-
creased Bince the census of 19(Ki. So has that of Illi-
nois, Mr. President. Today she has a population of more
than 5,000,000. Her population has Increased more rap-Idl- y
than both of these territories that now we propose
to admit as a new state. If New Mexico and Arizona
are admitted as one state under the statehood title of
Arizona, they will have a representation In the senate of
the United States that will make one citizen in the new
state the equivalent of fifteen in Illinois, nineteen in
Pennsylvania, and twenty-tw- o in New York. If they are
admitted as separate states, as some scators contend
they should be, one man in Arizona would be the equiv-
alent of thirty-nin- e in Illinois, fifty-on- e in Pennsylvania
and fifty-nin- e in New York, fn New Mexico one man
would be the equivalent of twenty-fou- r In Illinois, thirty- -
two in Pennsylvania and thirty-seve- n in New York.
SENSIBLE VIEW OF CASE
The democratic central committee did the right
.thing at the right time at its meeting last Thursday in
Santa Fe in passing a strong resoultion in favor of Joint
statehood; and it is all the more satisfactory to the
democrats at large in New Mexico to show to the voters
that all this talk of the democrats of this territory being
. against Joint statehood is false. That there are a few,
and a very few, who from personal interests will antag-
onize the statehood bill at the fall election can not be
denied, but that the large majority of the party will
stand for the good of the many and vote for statehood is
an assured fact. The percentage of the committee that
voted for the resolutions In committee is about what the
vote will be this fall in favor of statehood Just about
four to one.
That Arizona will vote against the measure, which
Is not yet a fact by any means) should have no bearing
on the action of the citizens of this territory, unless it Is
' to make them all the more earnest in their endeavors to
roll up a large majority. Pile up a majority in favor of
the bill as it is now and by so doing show to the friends
of New Mexico now in congress that we are in earnest
and really desire to come in, even at the cost of sacrific-
ing our rights to single statehood, and there will be but
little trouble In cur being admitted at the next session,
perhaps with a large slice of Arizona added.
'Let New Mexico do the voting in favor of the bill
and Arizona do the kicking and bucking against it and
see what the final result will be. Deming- Headlight.
WEEKLY WEATHER BULLETIN
A few light and rather widely scattered showers
occurred during the week, principally on the ICth and
18th. Many stations, however, were missed entirely, and
rain is beginning to be needed. The sunshine of the
week averaged rather low, and, as a rule, dry and partly
cloudy weather prevailed. The southwestern mountains
.seem to be receiving considerable rain, and fair show-
ers have fallen along the border, especially in northern
Arizona.
The cloudiness resulted in moderate temperature
and pleasant weather generally. At El Paso the average
for the week was nearly 3 degrees a day below the nor-
mal, while at Santa Fe the average was about a degree
a day above the normal. A few of the higher stations
bad minimum temperatures quite close to the frost line,
but it Is thought that none occurred.
Light seismic shocks still continue at Socorro and
a shock on the 13th was felt as far southwest as Rose-dale- .
Chas. B. LInney, section director.
Gallup Republican: Right along with the sun- -
of the north and south railroad, a great power plant
will be built in this country, for it is practically settled
that the long talked of plant to furnish electric energy
will be put up at Gibson. The plant will send lis power
to the nearer mining camps of Arizona and probably to
borne of the more important cities, its cost of operation
will be comparatively light and to the consumers it gives
a cheap power, for the loss of energy over the wires will
not nearly amount to what the freight on coal amounts
to, let alone the first cost of fuel. It certainly begins
to look as though better industrial conditions are on the
road to this county.
According to the Washington Times of recent date,
it is not improbable that Henry G. Davis, former demo-
cratic vice presidential candidate, will be the democratic
nominee for congress in the Second West Virginia dis-
trict. Mr. Davis end bis brother, Col. Thomas D. Davis,
present representative from the Second district, have
been in conference at Deer I'ark wiili Col. John T. Jlc-Gra-
the democratic leader in West Virginia. Thomas
D. Davis positively refuses a renoiiiinatloii, and persons
close to democratic powers say that Henry G. Davis i
not averse to taking the honor.
Sierra Advocate: The Albuquerque people all take
pride in the fair, and all pull together to make it a suc-
cess. The town is growing rapidly, and as it grows
there are more people to put up for the fair and more
to spend for the amusement and entertainment of the
public. It wiU.be well worth your while to go and see
the exhibition which opens on the 17th of September, fur
It is going to be a hummer.
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ONE DAY IN SEVEN g
REQUIRED IN FRANCE g
OOOOOOOOOOCKC00
The French chamber of deputies has passed a bill
providing for a compulsory day of rest weekly. The
measure Is designed to ai.oiisn tne existing sjmeui
unremitting labor. The bill has nUo passed the senate,
anil will doubtless receive the approval of the president.
The movement has no religious or sectarian signifi-
cance. It Is supported in the interest of labor, and 1
destined to have beneficial economic results. A law
passed in 1841 prohibited ordinary labor and traffic on
Sunday. Though it was held to be in force by tne
French courts in 1843, it has not been enforce,! for ninny
years, and is practically a dead letter. Better provision
by law of a day of rest for operatives has been the sub-
ject of agitation for some years In France and certain
other continental nations. The action of the French
legislature will probably have effect upon other countries
where labor is pursued unceasingly.
The necessity of periodic rest from labor Is recog-
nized universally from the economic point of view. The
worker is strengthened by resting at least one day In
seven. He Is Improved mentally, physically and socially
thereby. It has been found that ho produces more work
and better work, nnd Is more contented with his lot by
this respite. A tystetn of labor which is subject to no
regulation In this respect, voluntary or compulsory, Is
certain to have a deleterious effect upon the worker, to
exhaust bis energies permanently, to limit his social en-
joyment nnd to affect injuriously the nation which en-
courages it. The French workers are exceedingly thrifty
despite the practice of continuous labor, but they will
gain much in vigor and lose nothing in thrift as a class
by a stated rest.
The late Senator Doolittlc, in occupying the chair
at the International Nonscctarian congress on Sunday
Rest, held at the Columbian exposition, declared that in
favoring a rest of one day In seven he was only recog-
nizing what had been observed in all human history and
by all religions from the earliest times. "I am only
favoring obedience to those natural laws which the Al-
mighty has stamped upon tho very constitution of man
and of human society."
Law Is the expression of public opinion, and the
law has pronounced in France for a weekly day of rest.
The compulsion is self-impos- by the French people,
speaking through their representatives. The lntrench-me- nt
Is one of the most significant and Interesting ex-
hibitions of the popular agitation which is transforming
and revolutionizing the social and economic situation
of the republic. New York Times.
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HIGH WAGES ARE
MET BY HIGH PRICES
XXCCVXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXi
A bulletin just Issued by the bureau of labor in
Washington shows that the cost of living is higher than
at any time since 1890, when the bureau first began to
keep the record of retail prices of food.
The average prices of wheat, bread, butter, choose,
chickens, cornmeal, eggs, fresh fish, salt fish, milk, mut-
ton and veal were higher in 1905 than in any year of the
sixteen year period.
The advance of bacon since 189G has been 43.5 per
cent, Irish potatoes 43.1 per cent, eggs 41.8 per" cent,
dry or pickled pork 31.9 per cent, fresh pork 30 per cent,
flour 29.3 per cent, cornmeal 28.6 per cent. The ad
vance of food, taking all the thirty articles together, has
been .6 per cent over 1904, 17.7 per cent over 1896, and
12.4 per cent when compared with the ten-ye- ar period
between 189Q and 1899.
On a comparison of the relative advance of retail
prices of food anj wages in the manufacturing and me-
chanical industries the report says:
"The increase in wages in many industries has ex
ceeded the advance of food, but the increased cost of
food has been felt more keenly by those on salaries, as
the general tendency Is to raise those employed on sal
aries less rapidly than those employed by the day or
week, and whose services are contracted for at frequent
intervals."
But to offset this tho bureau, In a separate investi
gation, declares that wages were higher in 1905 than in
1904 by 1.6 per cent, and that this a little more than
offsets the increased cost of food. It also shows that in
the industries it Investigated more men are employed.
This report shows that in 1905 the average wages
per hour in the principal manufacturing and mechanical
industries of the country were 1.6 per cent higher than
In 1904; that the average hours of labor per week re
mained the same as In 1904; and that 6.3 per cent more
persons were employed in the establishments invest!
gated. As there was no reduction in the average hours
of labor per week, the average weekly earnings per
employe were 1.6. per cent higher than in 1904.
The average of wages per hour in 1905 were 18.9 per
cent higher, than the average for the ten year period
from 1890 to 1899, inclusive. The number of employes
was 33.6 per cent greater and the average hours of labor
per week were 4.1 per cent lower. The average earnings
per wek in 1905 were 14 per cent higher than the ten
years from 1890 to 1899. The aggregate weekly earn
ings of all employes that is, the total amount of the
pay roll were 52.3 per cent higher in 1905 than the
average during the ten year period named. Chatta
nooga Times.
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WAS BRYAN EVER
INTERRED IN FACT?
XKXXXXXXXXX)XXXXXXXKX0XXXX
. There are many persons who do not yet understand
what they would call the recent violent disinterment of
Mr. Bryan. Let us see! First he never was interred.
He took a nap in the graveyard but was never dug under.
The reasons why hearts that have been cold to him
since 1896 have suddenly developed warmth are worth
studying. The silver issue Is dead, and need no longer
scare away from Bryan any one who likes his leader- -
snip in other particulars. The sentiment that a man
who went wrong on silver has not sound enough judg
ment to be fit to bo president is much modified by the
thought that Bryan Is ten years older than he was in
1896, and ban spent that interval In labors and expert
ences that could hardly fail to broaden and improve his
understanding. There Is a sound basis for the belief
that Bryan is a wiser man than he was ten years ago.
Next, President Roosevelt has demonstrated that. Bryan
no Bryan, what Is due is bound to come, and the fear
of Bryan as a 'radical has been obliterated lv the spec
tacle it a republican administration compelling a repuh
limn cougress to undertake and accomplish measures
of regulation and discipline such as in a general way
Bryan has been understood to stand for. Much that
ied to be Bryanisin has become Roosevcll Ism. and
prospered under the in'w name, 'in a supremo sense,
says the Springfield Republican, "Hryanism stood fo
the shackling of predatory wealth 'the man before the
dollar' and it is that principle which the America
people seem now to have accepted." There Is much i
that. The lightning that would not run down Bryan'
rod has run down Roosevelt's, and people feel that it
was bound to come, and give Bryan some credit for dis
cernlng it. Finally, for better or worse, Bryan is know
and has far more backers and adherents than any othe
democrat. Those who have always supported him sup
port him still; those who have distrusted him distrust
him far less than they once did. Kvents have movei
Bryan's way, and It is r markable how' he has been abl
to keep step with them Harper's Weekly.
last?
ANNOYING SENSE OF HUMOR.
The Merchant (to applicant) WJiere did you wor
The Office Boy - Fer de Gotham Life Insurance coin
pany.
The Merchant How' you come to quit?
One day de president nailed in., on de head an' ad
vised me ter be honest an' never tell a He, an' I snorte
right out in spite of meself. Brooklyn Life.
ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
OLDEST MILITARY
BODIES EXTANT
hat of London and Boston Will
Be at the Jamestown
Exposition.
LONDONERS AS THE GUESTS
Of the Boston Bean Eaters. Who
Are One Hundred Years
Younger.
By A. 8. Kelton.
Norfolk, Va., Aug. 21. Among the
many national and foreign organiza-
tions to attend and participate in the
grand military display of the James-
town exposition, to be held on the
shores of Hampton Roads in 1907 will
e the Ancient and Honorable Ar
tillery companies of Ixindon and Bos-
ton, two of the oldest and most hon-
ored organisations in the world.
Some time ago, invitations were
sent out by Mr. R. H. Sexton, chief
of the department of congresses and
special events, inviting the Boston
company to attend the exposition.
The department hag recently heard
from Col. Sidney M. Hedges, In com-
mand of the organization, stating that
they would be glad to particlpte in
the military display at. the James-
town exposition and would bring with
hem the Ancient and Honorable Ar
tillery of London..
Some years ago the Boston Artill
ery were entertained in London by
the Ancient and Honorablo Artillery
of that city end at that time the Brit
ishers promised to return the visit
as soon as practicable. Realizing the
plendid oportumty afforded by the
amestown exposition", the Boston
company have invited the London or
ganization to pay them a visit in
907 and take in the military celebra- -
lons at the centennial.
The Ancient and Honorable Artil- -
ery of Ixmdon is the oldest organi- -
ation of Its kind in Great Britain,
dating back to tne year 1537. ante-
dating the "Royal Yeomen," however,
y only a few years.
During the Civil war of England
from 11542 to 1G4S, this organization
ustained the house of parliament
with great effect and later in the "Lord
Jeorge Gordon'' riots, the company
was called out in defense of the Bank
of England. In later years the Artil- -
ery of London has become more of a
social organization, in which only the
ery btst blood ot England is renre
semeu. me military features are
still retained, however, and the com'pany has its regular weekly drills at
Flnsbury and a yearly encampment at
Aloorrield.
Members are elected to the organi
zation by the ballot of a committee
known as the "Court of Assistants."
I ho fees are two guineas annually.
with an invitation fee of five pounds.
Since year 181'J the officers of tho
organization have been appointed by
inneritance, the oldest son receiving
the tonimUbioii upon the death of ins
father. The eu'onel of the conn any
anoints his own noncommissioned
officers from the ranks.
In its first years, the. organization
s composed of Miles "f artl.- -
ery only, but in later years it has
taken In several other branches ot the
service, letaining its original name,
however. The corps numbers about
800 at present and la composed of
lx companies of Infantry, a troon of
light cavalry and a company of vet-
erans, the latter corresponding very
closely to our army retired list.
The Ancient and. Honorable Artil- -
ery of Brston was organized In 1C37,
ust a r.undied years later than the
Londan Artillery, of which it is a
model. This organization is composed
of the descendants of commissioned
officers of tho Colonial and Revolu-
tionary arnilf-s-, nnd, like the London
Artillery was, originally a purely mili
ary oigamzation, but In later years
hpa become one of the most fashion-
able social bodies of the country
These two rival organizations, camp
ed side by side. next year at the
Jamestown exposition, will indeed
furnish a novel and impressive sight.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
St.
J5.90.
Louis.
unchanged.
Spelter.
Aug. 21. Spelter, quiet.
St. Louii Wool Market.
St. Ixiuls, Aug. 21. Wool, steady:
Grain and Provision.
Chicago, Aug. 21. Close:
Wheat Sept 71c; Ic. 71c.Corn Sept. 48?c; Pes. 44c.Oats Sept. L'9ic; Dec. 31c.
Pork Sept. 117.05; Jan. 113.50.
Sept.. 8.62&; Oct. $8.6714.
Itibs Sept. $9.00; Oct. $8.25.
Stock Market.
Atchison 102V
1X pfd 101
New York Central 1431
Pennsylvania 142V
Southern Pacitlc 89B
Union Pacific 181"
Do pfd 94',
Copper 107?
United States Steel 44
Do pfd 1071
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas 1 vy. Aug. .1. cattle re
ceipts, 4,o0ii; markit, steady to weak
Native steers. $4.23416.40; southern
steers, $:i.75f 4.15; southern cows
$2.0o(Ti 3.10; native cows and heifesr,
$2.00(i 5.ti0; stoekers and feeders
$2.G0M.r.U; bulls, $2.00(0 3.13; calves.
$3.00?)C25; western fed steers, $3.f.O
Q 6.0(1; western fed cows, $2.0004.25.
P.MATTEUCCI
DEALER IN
Men's, Women's and Child-
ren's Fine Shoes
First Class Repairing a Specialty
All Work Guaranteed
No. t03 North rirtt mtrmmt
T. A. LUCERO
IP TO daTe signs
208 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing
T aMBMaaa
overcoats small larger boys, in 2 to
speak of if see
courtesy of
at
and
Furnuhingi M.
it in
where to
O. SONS
The problem
ting life is a
matter of shaving: and saving.
You shave your expendi-
tures until they are less than your
income, then save the by
it into the Or in
other words, put a part of your
into the regularly and
live on the remainder.
You do not to the
comforts of in to save
a out of your income. It's
the idea of saving a and
it
A account you to save
regulariy.
BANK
NEW MEXICO
..Casino Theater..
Lyllian
Leighton
Stock Co
VAUDEVILLE
Wm. Wright,
IN AND DANCING.
SONGS A FEATURE OF
PROGRAM.
SPECIALTIES BY MEMBERS OF
COMPANY.
AMATEUR CONTEST
FRIDAY CASH
THE WINNERS.
OF ADMISSION, 15
25
Adams & Dilgard
Funeral Directors
Embalming Is
Cor. Fifth and Ave.
298. 152.
A t.d is a good
investment.
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
A Word to Mothers
idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.
Our idea of best Juvenile Clothing
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and for and ranging age from 17 years. The
garments will for the correctness our standard you will come and
them, and the and attention you receive will win your approval our
methods. You will be welcome our store always.
Fine Clothing MABJBEEX
W. STRONG'S
of
ahead" in
must
difference
putting bank.
oank
have sacrifice
livii.g ort".er
litue
little sav-
ing with system.
bank helps
THE OF
TOMIGH1
COON CHESTER
BEBBER'S
HELD EVERY
NIGHT, AND PRIZES
AWARDED
PRICES AND
CENTS.
Our Specialty
Street Railroad
Colo, phone, Black, Auto.,
Citizen Classified
Our
what the
t m
I Fayvood
Hot
I Springs
I FAYVOOD,
New
Fine Gothing and
Furnishings
Good Reasons
Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-
petitors.
First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy en-
tirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been
Fourth. We have
been in ' the furniture
business for the past years understand every detail,
and how buy.
"get- -
this
COMMERCE
ALBUQUERQUE,
1
I
dis-
counted.
twenty-fiv- e
FURNITURE,' CARPETS
DRAPERIES.
SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS0fC00
Mexico
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS FIRST
CLASS.
See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.
99999A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.
Your friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and attention to
guests is a pleasure to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
1
LOCATION
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
- feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles,
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
THE BEST IN TOWN
mm E5!
Per Gallon - - - $1.50
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city
LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM
Phone Colo. Red 92- -
P. M. DAVIS
Agent For
The Mills Novelty Company
o
o
o
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amuse- -
ment nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines; x
large profits on small Investments, investigation invited. q
PENNY PARLOR, 216', South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
O
41
t
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vlEETIfin OF CITY COUNCIL
FIRST TIME IN MANY WEEKS
Held Last Evening and Much Routine
Business Transacted-Ci- ty Engineer
To Be Appointed-Oth- er
MATTERS OF IMPORTANCE TO CITY
The first meeting of the city council
to be held In several weeks txk place
last evening, a quorum being present.
Thank Andrews and Raynolds.
By unanimous vote the council ex-
tended to Delegate Andrews a vote of
thanks for his good work In securing
an appropriation for a public building
In Albuquerque and for securing the
passage of the bill giving to this city
640 acieg of land on the mesa east of
the city. Alderman Harrison fathered
the resolution. On motion of Alder-
man I.carnard. a vote of thunks was
extended Hon. Joshua Haynolds for
his bitest gift, a town t;lock, to the
city.
Want a Meridian Line.
Upon motion of Alderman Hanley
a committee composed of Aldermen
Hanley, Harrison and Neustadt was
appointed to call Uon Delegate An-
drews and secure his aid in having
the surveying party, now working in
this section of ..ew Mexico,' give this
ciiy a meridian line. The matter
;wlli be taken up with the directors of
the government geological survey.
The survey party is now working in
the territory taking altitudes.
Property Owner Want Things.
A petition from property owners on
West Ixad avenue, asking for an ex-
tension of the water mains on that
street of three blocks beyond their
present terminus, were read and re
ferred to the water committee.
Property owners in the vicinity of
Seventh street, and Roma avenue pe-
titioned the council for a light at the
corner, whicn was allowed, as was a
pelt ion for a light at the corner of
Lead avenue and South Walter street.
The lights were ordered put in at
once.
Dr. A. B. Henderson's Complaint.
Dr. A. 1$. Henderson, in a letter
read to the council, made complaint
against the Colorado Telephone com-
pany, alleging that they were charg-
ing him office rate- - for the phone in
his residence. The company contends
that his office is in his residence,
thtreforo he should be liable for of-
fice rates. The matter was referred
to the city attorney.
A petition from Walter street prop-
erty owners was read-a- t last night's
metting, iu which tney protested
against the proposed change of the
grade of that street between Railroad
and Copper avenues, claiming that
any such change would be useless and
serve only to u.sturb the symmetry of
the street. The petition was referred
to the street committee for action.
Don't Want Grade Changed.
The report of the city officials were
then made. City Treasurer Rogers'
report showed a balance on hand Au-
gust 1 of $14,043.84.
City Clerk Lee's report showed li-
censes collected for the month of July
to a total of ?2.227.5.
The report of Building Inspector
Whitcomb showed eighteen building
permits Issued during July, represent-
ing a total building value of 14,000.
Report of City Officials.
Alderman Hanley stated that he
understood that there were several
cases of typhoid fever in the city and
asked te city physician for his opin
ion as to the source of contaminationo.
City Physician Cams reported tha'.
there were a number of cases In the
city, and that he had submitted a sam-
ple of the water of some of the shallow
wells that almund In the city, to a
chemist at Las Vegas, and that this
chemist had reported the finding of a
large number of the typhoid bacilli
therein. He also said that upon the
return of City Chemist. Weirnzil he
iiad submitted some of,the same water
to him for analysis and that this chem-
ist had reported that the water was
free of contamination.
City Physician Cam's Report.
Dr. Cams, when asked, stated that
It was his opinion hat these surface
wells were the source of the trouble,
and that it would be to the health in-
terests of the city to close these shal-
low surface wells. He also advocated
making a figtit on the common house
fly, which he said was a great carrier
of typhoid bacilli, by screening as
muca as possible. He recommended
a complete connecting up of the sewer
system and a general cleaning up. es- -
LOOKS LIKE SPORT
FOR ALBUQUERQUE
EL PASO BANKERS MAY COME
HERE FOR TWO GAMES PASS
CITY SUNDAY GAMES
TEAMS GETTING BUSY.
It looks now like there would ue
ba.se ball at Traction park wxt Satur-
day and Simiiay. Malinger Caranaiih
Is in communication wiih the El 1'uso
Bankers, and the prosiects are good
that the financiers will accept an in-
vitation Kent them to come lu re for
two games, or if they can't come for
two, come for one. The Bankers beat
the Browns in the last game played
at El Pa-- on July i by a score of 7
to 4. The Browns have strengthened
some since then, anil belb-v- e that they
can turn the tallies if they should
meet aaain.
At El Pai Sunday, the Bankers
beat an aggregation t Me Pans City
known as the Bolters, which are about
the same class as the Albuquerque old
timers, tiy a score of 10 to ti. Lane
and Andreas were the battery for the
Bankirs, and Kiordau and Ingersoll
were on the filing line for the Bolters.
In a sicoud game played at El Paso
on Sunday, the Bankers defeated theOrogrande team by a score of 11 to 0.Knight did the pitching for the Bank-
ers in ..lis game.
Santa KV is in a quandry w hat to do
next Sunday. They want to play the
Browns at tb Capital, and they want
ptcially of that ever present menace
to health, the city ultch.
Recommends General Clean-Up- .
Uy a unanimous vote the city scav-- ;
enger was given police powers, and
authorized to Institute a rigid
i system of cleaning up, which was to
cease only when the city was In the
best possible sanitary condition.
To Employ City Engineer.
The sewer system extensions were
then taken up. The sewer commits
tee was ordered to make a report in
full at the next regular meeting of
the council. Alderman Hanley also
brought up the matter of employing
a city engineer. The finance com-
mittee, to whom the matter was re-
ferred at. a previous meeting, for the
purpose of ascertaining whether or
not the city's treasury could stand
this added expense, reported that they
recommended the employing of a city
engineer at a salary not to exceed
$1,200 per annum. This report was
adopted and the mayor and city clerk
were empowered to enter into negotia-
tions looking to the securing of a com-
petent engineer. Several applicants
for the iwsition are under contempla-
tion and it may be that a choice will
be made In the very near future.
Flushing Tanks Were Cut Off.
Street Commissioner TIerney then
made a report to the effect that some
time ago the Water Supply company
had cut oft the flushing tanks, making
it imposslule for him to properly flush
the sewers. He Btated that Mayor
McKee and hlmseli went to see Cap-
tain Giilenwrer In reference to the
matter and that the latter immediate-
ly consented to have tae four flushing
tanks The nushing
tanks were only cut off one day.
Merely to Install Meters.
' la conversation witn a Citizen rep-
resentative today Captain Glllen water
stated t.iat the flushing tanks were
not cut off with any intention of pre-
venting the flushing of the sewers,
but for ue purpose of installing met-
ers on the tanks so i.iat the company-coul-
get a line on the amount of
water being consumed through this
source. Part of the tanks were cut
oft only part of one day and the re-
mainder only one day. Captain Gillen-wate- r
said, and as fast as a tank was
equipped with a meter it was
Will Acquire 640-Acr- e Tract.
Attorney W. B. Childers, represent-
ing a committee from the Commercial
club, appeared before the council last
evening and urged that body to take
steps toward securing the 640 acres
of mesa land east of the city, recently
donated by n act of congress, under
the terms of the act, which call for
a payment for the land by the city of$1.26 per acre. Mr. Childers said that
while the city might not have any par-ocul-
use for the land at nresent
tnere would undouotediy come a time
when the tract would be very useful,
The city council took the same view
j of the matter and lnstruced the city
j attorney to take steps necessary for
j its acquirement by the council. The
j land is the same originally Intendedfor a military reservation, and Is
equipped with a good well.
Ordinances Read and Considered,
An ordinance requiring a bond of$1.0d0 from electricians, and fixing a
license for the trade, which nas been
before the council for several months,
came up for iis final reading last
night and was passed.
The new fire ordinance, designating
an inner and outer fire limit was read
and referred to the fire committee for
rurther consideration and changes. It
provides for only fire-pro- construc-
tion within the inner limit, and al-lowing a certain amount of inflamma-
ble material to be used in the outer
limit.
Ordinances Licensing Amusements.
The council also acted on an ordin-
ance covering the licensing of skating
rinks, fixing the same at $10 per
month for rinks conducted in Etore
buildings and $20 per month for rinks
conducted In tents. Another license
ordinance acted upon last evening was
in reference to employment agencies,
fixing the quarterly license at $12.50.
The penny arcade and similar amuse-
ment parlors were Included In an or-
dinance licensing them at the rate of
$U.50 per quarter.
to play the Antonito team there on
Sunday, and they also want to go to
Las Vegas to play the Blues. The
Browns want to stay at home and give
the local fans some sport, but if El
Paso can't lie coaxed away from home
the Santa Fe Invitation may be
Corhan walked three times out of
six times up in the Las Vegas tame,
and got to first once on hu error,
and made f'.ivr inns. How's that for
getting something for nothing.
I mplre Xorthup of Las Wga.s is
honest and means all riijht, but bis
eyesight is a little poor.
Billy Taylor caught Ortiz out twice
Sunday. Why did you do It Billy?
Then Tony got on a base by taking
one in the slats. Taylor also got a
base by doing likewise.
Firs' Baseman Conway plucked
three hits in Sunday's game and made
no errors.
The intense ltchlne characteristic
of salt rheum and eczema Is instantly
allayed by applying Chamberlain'sSalve. As a cure for skih diseases
this salve is uueq-ialed- . For sale uy
an in uisis.
o
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and get is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
o
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to le washed over. Imperial Laundry
Co.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
BREAD and take no other.
PREVENTION OF
TYPHOID FEVER
Its Causes, and How to Avoid
ContamInation--- A Timely
Treatise By
CITY PHYSICIAN D. II. CARNS
In Line With His Report to the
City Council Last
Evening.
Inasmuch as the report of the city
physician at last night's meeting of
the city council dealt chiefly with ty-
phoid fever, which, he added, was
now prevalent In Helen, Cerrlllos and
other nearby towns, a representative
of The Evening Citizen secured from
the city physician the following trea-
tise:
To The Evening Citizen.
In reply to your request for my
opinion as to the cause and preven-
tion of typhoid fever for the benefit
of your readers will say that typhoid
fever has been proven beyond all
doubt to be due to specific micro-
organism, known as the Bacillus Ty-
phosus or Bacillus of Eberth, which is
taken into the intestinal canal either
In water or other fluids or with food.
That bacillus comes only from the
bowel discharges, the urine and the
sputum (splttal) of a person sldk
with typhoid fever; therefore a per-
son who has typhoid icver must have
swallowed some of the Bacllla Ty-pho-
which came from the body of a
person suffering from that disease.
Unfortunately when the Bacllla Ty-pho-
passes out of the body of tiie
patient in the bowel movements or In
vomited matter or urine or sputum
they do not die, but continue to live
and multiply In this material almost
as well as within the body. Cold, even
freezing, does not kill them, but when
trozen or when the weather Is too
cold, they lie dormant, and on being
warmed up they at once begin to mul-
tiply and are as virulent as ever. This
Is why the disease is not ns prevalent
in the colder seasons of tne year as
during the warmer seasons. The two
most Important methods of conveying
this disease are through the medium
of water and the common house fly.
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letter from the repre
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the prospective purchasers the bond
which the lawyers they
were the
was illegal, inasmuch they
stated the called for vote
two-thir- all real
personal, ques-
tion, carry the make
legal, and contended
had not done,
for the
$1,000 the
guarantee good faith.
Speaking City Attor
HIckey Co.
bond Issue
the of their counsel, and
the Issue was
the was off far
was concerned.
city's contention two- -
thirds those had voted for
the issue did not meet the ap
proval Harris
the law called for
books
1,170 legal
about 550 legal voters had voted for
the bond issue, only
the number tax- -
payers, lnBtcad tho
make the issue, carry
aRaln leKal There is
OUWjtlon what the
.hni wmt
the bonds can when
correct legal form Is compiled
fact, after
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WILSON SUES FARMER
TO RECOVER $600
See Bartlett,
bacilli being conveyed from --
one person another; this would not(THE DOCTOR ALLEGES HE OVER-b- e
the excrement per-- , PAD CONTRACTOR FOR
sons with HOUSE.
oughly disinfected. The trouble, how- -
ever, not much those who, Edgar N. Wilson Henry J. Farm-ar- e
sick, for they are er is the a suit filed thelooked after by the but Bernalillo county court house today
the Irregular many! by Attorney K. W. action
of whom do not employ physicians, brought recover $000, which thegoto bed, and attention is given plaintiff alleges is due him from theto disinfection. consid-- 1 defendant. Farmer, a Con-erab- le
number of the l built some houses for
cases are not recognized typhoid, 'and work was
the result Is stools and son defendant In full for tho
excrement not disinfected contract. Uiter he found Farm-an- d
the health of the community is Cr not for $C0O worth luni-furth- er
menaced. ber that was in building the
essential thing do,
preventing spread of typhoid fever.
and in stamping out the a' we It right. ROUGH
community is insist each Impenlal Laundry Co.
every of be report-- 1
ed to the health officer, and also, mat
be reuorted as'
of typhoid. The for
this that by having complete re-ports, the Board Health will not
known extent of the
of disease they will
what localities are ef-
fected will then be better
able to the Infection to origi-
nal apply the
When not reported,
Board Health is in tho dark as tobcalilles most Infected
community thereby not only
to aa spread of
disease, an unnecessary ex-
pense in the
cause.
Second: municipal
do
any fliithy privy to be
; keep garbage in cov-
ered cans; and
cl.an all surface or dry
privies; no acctimulu;
of filth iu gather,
the quick all places'
from garbage, manure or other!
filth been removed.
places are not unnecessary, but!
and flies j
are nil to become infected
with typhoid and thus to
the an easy
y flies to carry the in j
into the housf-s- .
Third: See supply!
is pure; if there is 4t!
not use it pur-
poses or tor drinking until it been
thoroughly boiled; don't use
r niiy pni'iKim s without boiling.
your
the kitchen ilinirg room'
from
Fifth: See that move-
ments., vomited(spinal) and thoroughly dis-
infected after being void-
ed of typhoid or
suspicious of typhoid; also
see that bedding and
f 'o'bliig worn l.y the patient are also
disinfected.
I), ii. CAKXS, Pby-lcia- n.
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LUCK TALES
FROM POLICE COURT
Dan Gallegos. the Baseball
Fighter. Fined S10 For
Assaultlna Salazar.
KICKED MAN WHEN DOWN
Hook Stole Chickens-La- ke Want-
ed to Flght-Mas- tas Just
a Plain Drunk.
Because he had not yet recovered
his good humor,, which he lost in Las
Vegas Sunday, when Roy Corhan
shied rocks at him, Dan Uallegos, the
native pitcher for the Albuquerque
Browns, was in police court this morn-
ing to answer to another charge of
fighting and disturbing the peace.
Last evening in Toti & Gradl's sa-
loon, Gallegos took on a cargo of
liquid refreshments, after which be en--
saged In a fistic encounter with Follx
kick Salazar several times, until by-
standers interfered.
Judge Crawford gave Dan a severe
lecture on Oe unprincipled ethics of
"kicking a man when he Is down."
and wound up by fining Gallegos $10,
letting Saiazar down with a $5 fine.
Gallegos nia-d- an and wen; his
way, a sadder but wiser ball player.
Says He Stole Chickens.
Mrs. Pearl Damperwolf, resli!I:t ; on
Baca avenue, appeared before Police
Judge Crawford this morning, 'accom-
panied by her daughter, and swore to
a warrant charging one Mr. Hook, who
resides at 425 Baca avenue, with pur-
loining chickens from her hen coop.
She stated that while down town
Hook came to her house, where only
her daughter was present. The daugh-
ter assured him they were not. Hook
went on a tour in Investigation In
the hen house, and presently emerged
with four plump hens. These he took
homo, the daughter said, and then re-
turned and secured three more and
to make it a good haul, returned the
third time and got several more. As
the complaining witness did not know
Hook's full name, a John Doe warrant
was issued for him and he will be
given a hearing tomorrow morning at
9 o'clock. '
Lake Gets Thirty Days.
Charles Lake, a former employe of
Trimbles Red barn, was in court this
morning charged with being drunk and
creating a disturbance by trying to
fight. He admitted being drunk, and
as witnesses were present to testify
that he had attempted to assault a
fellow workman Judge Crawford sent
him to the county Jail for thirty days.
Leon Had a Jag.
Leon Mastas, charged with being
drunk and disorderly, positively denied
that ho was drunk, but cheerfully ad-
mitted that he had been disorderly.
When Judge Crawford informed him
that to bo disorderly when sober was
a much more heinous offense than
being disorderly when drunk, Mastas
immediately informed His Honor that
ho was not disorderly, but drunk, lie
was given five days.
Fined for Shooting.
A small boy with a .22 rltle was In
police court yesterday afternoon at 0
o'clock for promiscuously discharging
big rifle within the city limits. Pass-ersb- y
were in imminent danger, they
stated, of being hit by some of the
stray bullets. The boy was given a
severe lecture by Judge Crawford and
fined $10 besides. There have been
numerous complaints made of boys
shooting with pistols and rifles in tho
city limits ami tho police are deter-
mined to put a stop to the nuisance.
A NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.
Manager Davis, of the Penny Par-
lor, 21C South Second street, an-
nounces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Satur-
day morning. A wbol show for a
penny.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
BREAD and take no other.
the Electrician
BAKERY
For prices on fixtures and house-wirein- g.
Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
Power and Pumping Plants.
We Do General Machine Repairing
Mail Orders Given Special Attention
2 1 6 '.j South Second Street. Phone Auto. 557
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
CaOaOsCOO000000eC006 "
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
UUTTKU NUT V1SK LINK OP
1IKKA1) CVKKS
Better Than Home-Mad- e. Always on Hand.
All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended (o099c9itmm
DP CHAIRS
We place on sale big
assortment of Odd Chairs
at grealy reduced prices,
among them most desir-
able lot of chairs at reduc-
tion of 20 to 50 per cent.
We Gladly Show you
our stock, leaving your own
good judgment to do the rest
Albert Faber
308-31- 0 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous
m00C000t
PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewety
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone Blfc 93 Acto. Phone 292
OR
.j
Both
The makes the
duties lighter, the cares less,
and the fewer.
THE
J
120 West
Back Postofflc.
Call Wagons.
Auto., Slti Colo, Red 148.
0 v.
a
a
a
0
GO.. 117 Gold Avenue
Don't Dispute with Woman,
Especially, If she tells you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Malta no excuse, (if you should for
the order), that you could aot
find It, every flrat-claa-a groota
handles KM PRESS. You Trill always
find good bread, good blaoulta, tootpastry and moat Important of aUgood cheer to greet you when yum
come home your dinner. Try rt
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Emprees at
all other.
M. BERGER,
Agent Albuquerque, N. M.
FURNITURE AND CROCKERY
AGENTS
New Home Sewing Machines
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
BETTER PRICES COMPARE
BORRADAILE &
For Pfompt Service, Courteous Treatment
And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drug Store
at 117 West Railroad Avenue
The Williams Dttig Company
Telephone!.
THE BLUE FRONT
117 West Railroad Avanua
I Convenience - Comfort - Security
telephone
worries
A
COLORADO
.
Red
4
Wholesale
The St. Elmo
JOSEPH BARNETT,
Railroad
AN ATTRACTIVE SMOKE
meana a fine cigar. There is a fascina-
tion In a White Lily Bpeclalu cigar
that ia Irresistible, even those who
do not use tobacco. It Is not hard to
account for, however, be ause It Is
the highest type of a domestic cigar,
Havana filled, Sumatra wrapped, hand
made. It has many imitators, so tie
sure and get the real thing.
A. J. RICHARDS
113', WEST RAILROAD AVINUl
The telephone preserve your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.
TELEPHONE CO.
000ObFinest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
6 'Prop'r.
SAMPLE AND 6
Avenue CLUB ROOMS B
V YOU NEED A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME
TO THE! LADIES:
Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and Iron. Bend your
Siiirt Wals's and White Dreese to us. We will laundry them cor-
rectly and will deliver them to you In a nice box they will sot be
"rushed vr wrinkled. Domestic or glofS finish.
of
the
got
for
for
to
Imperial Laundrv Co.
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WM BRYAN S SULLIVAN IN 111118
STORY OF THE TWO-YEA- ROW WHICH HAS MOVED WILLIAM
JENNINGS TO DEMAND THE NATIONAL COMMITTEEMAN'S RES-
IGNATION AND TO YELL FRAUD I BASS VOIL TONES ILLINOIS
DEMOCRACY TORN TO TATTERS AND WILL FIGHT IT OUT IN
CONVENTION NEXT WEEK. Twenty-Sixt- h MirsraiuiaU1 1 1 I 1 1 t i I t i I ) 1 f i t it ( I i f i i i I ) t t I
. . ... . ......m J IV 11 IB imui..,.!..""-- . i t II 0 wn; ii'iiii
t nee for the l residency, ami not before, he can name the national waammilmL MEXICOcommittee. Ami when that time comes I will not be anxious to la- - M MAior in tne vineyard. ROBERT C. SULLIVAN.
Member National Democratic-Committe- e
Chicago. August 21. "It is a fight
between Mr. Bryan anil Sullivan,"
Bay Sullivan's enemies.
"It la a fight between two discred-
ited democrats who are using Bryan's
influence to further their own ends,
and the regular democratic organiza-
tion," say Sullivan and his friends.
There is the squabble in the Illi-
nois democracy in a nutshell. It
will be fought to a finish at the com-
ing state convention in I'eorla.
The flg'nt which lias torn the demo-
cratic party In Illinois Into tatters
and caused William Jennings Bryan
to write about as hot a letter as he
knew how, demanding the resigna-
tion of Roger C. Sullivan from the
democratic national committee be-jra- n
at the Springfield convention in
1904.
That was a convention to be re-
membered. Even then there were two
factions in the party. One was led by
John P. Hopkins and Roger C. Sul-
livan, who had charge of the state
machine. The other was 'Headed by
Milard Filmore Dunlap and Owen P.
Thompson of Jacksonville. Both fac-
tions packed the convention, both fac-
tions were bound to win no matter
how they did it.
But the Hopkins-Sulliva- n faction
had charge of the machine and they
vere victorious. They named their
delegates to the national convention
and they Indorsed Hearst for tne
presidential nomination. Not thac
the machine wanted Hearst nominated
tout because they saw he had no
chance and they wanted "harmony"
In the party.
And so two delegations went to the
St. Louis convention. One of them
wag the regular delegation headed by
Hopkins and Sullivan, pledged to
Hearst, the other was a contesting
delegation headed by Dunlap and
Thompson, bound to Bryan.
The contest was taken before a
of national committee
and there the contestants were turn-
ed down. Then it went before the en-
tire committee and was again turned
down. The convention's committee
on credentials, with but one oppos
ANOTHER
V FAIL
LETTER
Telling His Interesting Trip
Through Central America
on Hurricane Deck
OF THE PLODDING MULE
FASTEST BEAST OF BURDEN
with
urnrM quinine
363 Days In Year But Man
Works Not At AH.
By Leander McFall.
Honduras, his canoe
At last we feel that we lay claim
to the title of explorers. If five days
of rowing and swimming and steep
oi
5.
A
It Is
is
is
as
so
us
as
ui ui m
us
Lake
entitle
then
tropic most
not We
Yojoa a
get
a the
south
we
Jake apparently
volcano, for no shore
line save the mentioned
on the mountains
abruptly from the water's edge,
they covered with for-
ests heavy underbrush. For miles
along three sides of the lake not a
single landing can be found. alti-
tude surface 2,250 above
sea level, and the rise al-
most up 5,000 feet
higher, their the
morning and being always
above the clouds
dismissed the
mules on the and
.dugout and started a six-mi- le sail
to El Cacoa, a of land
tending out in the where
were assured shelter and would
be found. spoke of sailing
and this is what we attempt-
ed. sail was a large cotton um-
brella as the wind was
for time, we made excellent prog-
ress, although the dugout required
careful handling. The wind
and to blow pretty hard
after got far on lake. The
waves larger and larger
dugout perilously.
Things looked dark for us,
and we turned shoreward, hoping
sheltered cove
might lie until the storm blew
The fell heavily
Retting My companion' at-
tempted on and
foolishly stood up the stern do
dodge the big waves which threatened
to swamp knew
what he was doing a
Khriek and a heavy splash. dug-u-
sprang forward and almost upset,
then I to see what was the
matter. (Scotchman swim-tilin- g
for dear life about fifty feet
ing vote, decided the contestants
had no standing in the convention.
time after the before
this committee closed, Bryan se-
cured the of the
member the committee and, be-
fore the convention made a minority
report demanding toe unseating of
20 of the regular delegates and
a like number of the con-
testants.
It was then that Bryan made his
famous speech, lasting an hour and
a half, In which he said, "The
shows that no band of train
robbers ever more deliberately
planned to rob a train than these menplanned to rob the democratic voters
of Illinois."
But in spite of Bryan's impas-
sioned speech the convention upheld
the regular delegates by a vote of
647 to 299, Illinois delegation thereup-
on elected Roger Sullivan national
committeeman by a of 49 to
year ago there organized in
Illinois the democratic Majority Rule
league. composed of the enemies
of Sullivan and its president Mil-ar- d
Fillmore Dunlap, one of con-
testing delegation In 1904, a boyhood
friend of Bryan and an Inveterate
enemy of Sullivan. Its secretary is
Theo. Nelson, for 12 years secretary
of the Illinois state committee.
"It a fight between Bryan and
Sullivan," said "At the
Springfield convention Hopkins and
Sullivan packed the Chica-- I
toughs who surrounded CnairmanQuinn, their tool, and allowed him
to do things as he He
gaveled through every motion made
by the Hopkins-Sulliva- gang and Ig-
nored everything else. There was
not a roll call during the convention
and everything was done as the gang
Sullivan and his friends resent
what they call the unwarranted inter-
ference of Bryan, and In a purely lo-
cal dispute.
" I do not concede, even to Mr.
Bryan, the right to question my demo-
cracy or niy memliershlp in the na-
tional committee," says Sullivan.
away, and I was sailing about twice as
fast he could swim. It called for
some hard back pedaling on my part,
and that was really all that I could
With the heavy the strong
wind and the peculiar type of craft,
to have attempted to turn about would
have been suicidal. So I the tub
as nearly stationary as I could until
the Scotchman the stern. He
could flot climb aboard, and I could
not help him, so we just drifted into a
sheltered plaqe, where he climbed out
on the rocks and then we started off
again.
It wasn't an hour before he had
chill, followed by a high fecer. The
dreaded calentura him for sure.
We a dozen remedies for It, but
we could not get at of them Just
then. We Anally espied a
channel shoreward through
giant lilies and aquatic plants and de-
termined to follow as to get out of
the reach of the waves. The inlet led
to a sarsaparilla hunter's hut, and
we made a landing quickly as pos-
sible.
native and his wife helped us
to the house and assisted In disrobing
the sick man. He was doped
In Part K!..r wiri, whisky and and wrapped iniuii Tvuwu nuvuiu r blankets close to a fire. In a
food
and
held
little
i wane ine perspiration streamed on
him and then he fell asleep. The ac- -
commodatlons here miserable.
The house was open on all sides
and there was absolutely nothing tojeat in the place; so I hired the
Seguatepeque, Aug. 11. , to P"t in and take us
may
vote
four
over to u cacoa as soon as wind
went down. We reached there about
4 in the afternoon, niv comnanionhaving bjaced up considerably under
mountain climbing in about m doping
lojoa does not us to this hon- - A motley crew of a dozen full-o- r,
Stanley and Livingstone and grown natives and numberless chil-othe- rs
who have strayed into dren, of the latter naked, met usJungles do properly belong to that at the landing. dismissed our
class. boatman and belongings
Lake is wonderful body of up to the house. I've heard something
water about twenty-tw- o miles in about the kind welcome mothers-lengt- h
and eight miles wide. It is ' w usually when they go ed
on all sides except nar-iin- g new family, and I struck
row portion on the by the high- - with the idea that it was about what
st mountains in the country. The were getting here. The same com
occupies the crater of
an xtinct it has
narrow strip
southern end. The
rise
and are dense
and
The
of the is feet
mountains
straight 4.000 and
summits in early
evening
We keen
north shore took a
little point ex- -
lake, we
over,
. actually
Our
and favoring
very
shifted began
we out the
grew
the
find some wherein we
over.
rain and we were
soaked.
to put
to it.
us, nothing of
until I heard
The
The
that
Some hearing
proxy Nebraska
evi-
dence
C.
was
the
Nelson.
hall with
go
pleased.
pleased."
do. sea,
grabbed
half
a
had
had
narrow
winding
The
were
native
the
and
moved our
of
was
for
rocked
his
one
above
house. for the senora. I in
quired for Senor Zelaya, telling her
I had a letter to him from the gov-
ernor. She the letter it
Then you should have seen the
transformation which took place In-
stantly. It was this. Pedro that;
Jesus, take the blankets; Francisco,
attend the senors. every one
mozo wiin the swarthy loafers on a
I
a
mighty
to
poncho,
in
and
and turned
was
slowly.
Jump falling over himself to
commands. Zelaya up on
a cattle deal and was not expected
back for several weeks. We regretted
this, as he had been educated in the
states, and we counted
much valuable informatoiu from him.
Later on we got our disappoint
allzed how little he had profited his
sojourn in civilized The Ze-
laya hacienda is located on a small
quebrada, brook, which
a flat-topp- ed mountain into the lake.
front the land is flat, extending In
a narrow into the water,
ALBUQUERQUE
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ROGER C. SULLIVAN, NATIONAL COMMITTEKM AN FOR ILLINOIS.
1 ins is a ngiu oeiweeii nuscr ouiiivun anu Jennings tin
nn. 1i.ere Is no question as to the result. Candidates for congress, 'f
the general assembly and county offices In the state understand that
if Sullivan again controls the machinery of the state and dictates t
the party maiiiigenunt there will be no chance of their election." if
THEODORE NELSON, f
Secretary Democratic Majority Rule League. 'i
Judgement as to my nemocracy rests seating of only 20 of the contestants,
with the democrats In the district If they had been seated against me, I
where I live .My title to membership would still have been elected by a
In the national committee has --been vote of 29 to 25.
conferred and confirmed by a higher "The whole matter goes back to
party authority than Mr. Bryan. 1 the desire of Dunlap and Thompson
hold office by virtue of the same to gain control of the party in lilt
authority that has twice made Mr. nois. They nave misinformed Mr.
Bryan a candidal for president the Bryan, they have told him untruths
authority of the national democratic in order to secure his Influence on
convention. Bide. Mr. Bryan does not un- -
"The Illinois delegation was con j derstand the situation, does not
firmed by delegates to the con-- i know the truth of the matter. Dun-ventlo- n
by an overwnelmlng major-- 1 lap is his boyhood friend, and In Bry-It-
If Mr. Bryan really maintains an's first canialgn for the presidency
that the delegates who elected the it was who advanced money
national committeeman had no rights! for Bryan s personal expenses. Of
to be delegates, what does he mean course he is supporting Dunlap now
by It? Does he deny the authority
of the national convention? I doubt
it.
Illinois delegation as seated
by the national convention, elected
me national committeeman by a vote
of 49 to 5. Mr. Bryan spoke for the
hour schedule while working on us.
The cuisine was one of deadly same-
ness, if we left it to the Her
bump of imaginativeness had evident-
ly stunted In her youth, for she
furnished a diet of tortillas, frljoles
and plalntains three times a day while
we remained. It was only when we
Invaded the sacred precincts of the
kitchen with game and fish that we
enjoyed a change, and we usually per-
formed the ourselves. The
teemed with wild fowl of every
description. The fishing at the mouth
of the creek was quite good. We
caught large strings of a species of
sunflsh which were delicious when
fried.
After dinner we took stock of our
surroundings. The sleeping room was
also the dining room, the sitting room
and the living room, and for a part
of the time was freely occupied by the
pigs and chickens. It was about twelve
py fourteen, and on the first night
twelve people occupied it. As the
guests of honor, we were placed on
cots near the door. In order to get the
breeze, but I have always Inclined to
the belief that this was a mean native
trick, and that we were set out as a
bait for the mosquitoes, which liter-
ally devoured us all night, while the
others slept on unmolested. The
fleas are everywhere, but this is the
first place the mosquitoes have at-
tacked us.
The first morning after our arrival
we went to take a swim in the
lake, and we then examined our nu-
merous wounds. It was evident that
I had suffered far more severely than
mv comnanion. and I Questioned why
explained
brimstone.
treatments
native positively k:
abundance
brown-colore- d
alligator,
length.
of
of house dancing,
steel-tippe- d
of
Zelaya
American architecture,
he which
reuounditlg
CITIZEN.
believing him. don't blame
be a damni friend
The Dunlap will
the endorsement
condemnation of Sullivan.
are confident of victory.
surely place orni-
thologist. varieties of
are infinite, of ad-
miring gorgeous plumage.
hundreds egrets, whose beau-
tiful plumes are much prized
up north
species extinct our
country. Flamingos, of
size, ducks, fish-haw-
kingfisher and
many other
numbers.
afternoon of day
party of climbed a moun-
tain search of which
said be common this
a number mongrel
scare them up us,
reached
poorly-fe- d dogs had enough
refused go the brush.
climb a most tiresome one, and
when we reached summit we
ourselves ground
suggested our friends
up us. I
of expedition that
I stood rifle up against a tree
laid down
had resting
when we a slight
bushes near us. made
sound, presently beautiful
advanced into the opening.
see some time,
we plenty of opportunity ad
graceful form. Finally
and
actually paralyzed
and spring
disappeared the thick jungle.
The and ticks seemed have! the rifle handy.
unmolested while I ror it would have a shame
blotched to an extent that have destroyed a lovely creat
passed quarantine. ure- - .
As we there together shore in Seguatepeque a very
a number of ticks crawled up on his pair of gringos. We
and then, dissatisfied with! on half all way
surroundings, slid off him and and weary. exper- -
made they have;ienced difficulty in finding a
Inserted their drills if I had place accommodations be- -
brushed them I mystified un- - ing taxed by number of pack trains
til he he going capital. Our good
Bulphur sugar twice a stayed wiin us. tnougn, urougnt
mon impulse apparently inspired their week, and bugs don't company of a generous
actions, that luiiueuiuieiy course oi uuimuuiu wuu u- -
hand us unload. I out Phur and am pleased wuu bag baggage,
rifles, hammocks, blankets other corted us to his ou hill
things, we lugged them up ! We lake dug- - town. Here, porches,
Calling
took aiW read
until of
our was
and obey
cwuutry
upon securing
by
lands.
or flows
In
strip
win.
that
their
he
tne
Dunlap
"The
cook.
been
cooking
lake
down
drive
faith
ana
out, using improvised sail made of we are liugerlng days,
laced bauana leaves. We visited ev-- 1 Joying many of comforts of clvi
corner of save one, and there llzation und eutiug our fill
our refused things.
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corn In the hole, covering It with
your toe and harvest two or throe
crops a year; where sugar cane never
has to be replanted; where cotton
grows on a tree; where the barks of
trees make the blankets and bread
grows on others; where nature is Just
everlastingly hustllug three hundred
and sixty-fiv- e and u quarter days out
of every year, without asking for a
single holiday what's the use of
working? These natives were born
with the loafing fever, und, somehow
you can't blame them, after all. Nv
body works but nature In this coun
try, and she seems to enjoy it.
We shall pass tomorrow through the
scenes of an ancient civilization
which exis'ed here before Nero and
his fiddle butted into history. Isn't
It strange that the place selected by
this vanished people should be the
hut whleh (a un rummon fvervwhere scn.lini; Ihn water fifteen feet in the only desert spot In this republic? Will
Anun i.i.m h nh Hnr uni 'air u".. uere rwit ther when be lit. someone tell me. please, w by all the
thatched roof. He evidently did not The move that boatman made was the real auicent people, whoever lnhab
heonma nitspt,..,! t.. tii anrliiir mat -- ' nnli-i- . iiU lifrt Hint the wonder is ited this continent and whose ruiniruu fr oil ti.u i,. t,ii h . in o ' i h i i... ,n. i ...,t M..L..I ns lie did not igive us ii ii intelligible idea of what
urn rau. tii.1.. K".. f.ninil mIsii ninro uinn nu.l.ilin.r until we were fullv a they i,l f,,r a living, almost alway
than the usual assortment of fleas, mile away. Willie the lake is said to 'locate,! the rainless regions? 1iok
fliui u..,i ,,.,.,, it.
....i .f wiii,.h i. c,'i ..i ..in........... ji w sot an-- ! as the ruins in Arizona, in
during our stay, observed the eight-i- o: her sliot at one" durins our n'ay.iNew Mexlen, MeU o. Chile an t
tember.
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ALBUQUERQUE
September 17th to 22nd, 1906.
10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plufl Cut To- - Maneuvers by United States Troops,
bacco Stake, $1,000.00. Baby Show.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00. Jersey Stock Show.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal Poultry Exhibit
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00. Trades Display.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00. Flower Parade.
'$1,500.00 for Base Ball. . Montezuma Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits. Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
Relay Races. streets carnival all the time.
Ladies' Half-Mll- e Race. SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.
Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this.
Reduced RatesSgliIl!Il I on all Railroads
Peru, where the irrigation works
and buildings reveals a high or-
der of intelligence. Why, one of the
canals in Peru is 500 miles long and
lined every foot with hewn pieces of
stone. Then look at the civilizations
of Babylon, of Egypt and other places
which flourished in the dim ages oi
long ago. Strange, isn't it, in this
land, which is literally a natural gar
den, that they should have selected
the only place in the whole country
where they must work to make things
grow?
Dyspepsia Is our national ailment.
Burdock Blood Bitters Is the national
cure lor it. It strengthens siomacn
membranes, promotes flow of digestive
uices, purifies the blood, builds you
up.
.
LIFE.
(By Judd Mortimer Lewis.)
Life's a game of go and hustle, life's
a thing of rush and bustle,
Life's a play of brain and muscle,
life's all Jump and buzz and
whirr;
Life's a game at whose beginning all
the world is set
That the very thought of winning
is itself a splendid spur.
Life's a thing of rough-and-tumbl-
life's a thing of laugh and
grumble.
Life's a thing of grab and fumble,
life's a thing of Jolt and Jar;
Life's a stretch of daisied meadows.
life's a place of glints and
shadows.
Life's a thing of maids and widows,
smiles and tears, and there
you are.
Life's a thing of self-styl- winners,
millionaires and saints and
sinners,
Men who have and haven't dinners,
thing of riff-raf- steal and
toil;
Men who go their ways
men who go their ways
Men who go their ways
men whose only thought is
spoil.
Maidens wise and maidens witty,
maidens beautiful and pretty.
Painted women oh, the pity al-
ways changing yet the same;
Thing of low and high endeavor,
thing of push and pull
Game for dolts and players clever,
thing of love and glee and
shame.
But who plays the game
lifting, helping, never shov
ing,
singing. turtle-rovin- g
through its Jars and outs and
ins,
With a wife and little laddie or wee
lass to call him daddle.
Posn't do so very badly, he's the
chap who truly wins.
The American Magazine for Sep
In Self Defense
Major llamm, editor and manager of
the Constitutionalist. Bmminence, Ky.,
when he was fiercely attacked, four
years ago, by plies, bought a box of
Iiucklen's Arnica Salve, of wHch he
says: "u cured me in ten dts and
no trouble since. Quickest healer of
burns, sores, cuts and wounds. 25c
at ail druggists.
TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
TO STOCK FOR NEXT WINTER.
W. H. HAHN & CC.
o
I'rof. Moure is adding to th luster
of I'nion follrge In bis efflcUnt, me-
chanical uv. I'.iissellville iTenn.)
DENVER
&
RIO GRANDE
SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"
8hortet and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Col-
orado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pu-
eblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
On all through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.
For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.
RAILROADJIME TABLE ). g J. G.SUStClIl
(In effect July 1. 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11: fit
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7: SI
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs
p. m.
Southbound.
No. 27 EI Taso train, departs at 12:35
P. m.
Local freight train. No. 99, aouth
bound, departs at 5 a. m., and car
rles passengers.
Arrives From 8outh.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:j
a. m.
No. 1 runs direct to Lot Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains dally.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
A Mystery Solved.
"How to keep off periodic attacks of
biliousness and habitual constipation
was a mvsterv that Dr Klnr'i Vow
Life Pills solved for me," writes John
1'ieasant. or Magnolia, Ind. The
onlv Tiili.4 thftt flra pnnrantot1 tn ovt
perfect satisfaction to everybody or
money rerunueu. only zic at all druggists.
"Have you ever tried to figure out
what you'd do if you had as much
money as John D. Rockefeller?
"You bet I have. The first thing
I'd do would be to hire all the prize
fighters to beat up all the editors.
A Citizen Want ad does the work
...SANTA fMJRANCH ...
Effective December 10,1905
Eastbound.
No. 426. Stations.
3:00am Pueblo
4:35am Colo. Springs
7:30am Ar. Denver Lv.
12:61pm Espanola
11:00am Lv. Santa Fe Ar.3:00pm Barranca
4:02 pm Servilleta
4:32 p m Tres Piedrsj
6:45pm Antonito
8:30pm Alamosa
2:11 pm Embtido
Westbound.
No. 425.
11:05 pti
9:40 pm
7:00 p m
1:26 p m
3:30 p m
11:36 p m
10:29 p m
10:00p m
8:10 pm
6:40 a m
12:26 p m
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito, for Durango, Sllvertot
and intermediate points.
At A 1a m aaa for HanvAr PwaMa and
intermediate nninti. Tia olther the
standard gauge line via La veta Pas.
or the narrow gauge vis Sanaa, max- -
ing the entire trip in oayugoi ana
DasslQi throurti the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE. Also for all points on the
Lreede branch.
A. S. BARNEY. Traveling Freight
ind Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. Q. P. A..
Denver, Colo.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
Tber oveivom Weakness. Irn
v a ml uuiLhii. nums irtirtud bAtiuh " jtn i.f ritt'iftiIhrjr ar l.lfV hatm"to irlrU at womanliut4 !
rlunu-ii- of oifki)H and btxl Nn
known reim-ii- fr wiiii-- vU4aIhriii. raiwiot ilu hriu ilfJ
a iiraurf. l prr laKhy suit 1. will b tsruinriat.H0TT CHEMICAL CO !.
FOR SALE BY ANN & SON.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1906. PAGS SEVEN 1
ELKS OPERA HOUSE
Thursday Evening, August 30, 1906
"Lovers and Lunatics"
The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy
STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS
Benefit of Highland Methodist Church
General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c
Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's After
Tuesday, August 28, 1906
RAILROAD
TOPICS
OQ0QfOfQ?QQSOSOSOC2
A large number ol railroad vastated by worms. We ate feeding
tanes from ooth the Denver & Rio a good many of them to our stock.
Grande and the Southern raciflc were Only about one-thir- d of them we can
in Deming giving evidence in the suit ship and that will bring us consider-th- at
has been on tor more than a year "e profit, for we can secure better
nast between these two giant corpora- - prices from the western markets than
tions atout the proposed roads tnat
both companies want, to build out of
the Durango, Colo., coal fields to some
point this way, probably Deming. The
evidence was taken before a master in
chancery. Just what the outcome will
le of course no one can as yet de-
termine.
a
ACTIVITY IS GREAT
IN KANSAS COAL TRADE
Hundreds and hundreds of loaded
coal cars passed through Leaven-
worth, Kas., last week. The cars have
been moving on the various railroads
for the past month. This coal is des-
tined for different buyers in Missouri,
western Kansas and other nearby
states that come under the Jurisdic-
tion of the Southwestern Coal Oper-
ators' association, and the reason giv-
en for "the immense quantities being
shipped now is that the summer coal
rate annually established by the rail-
roads is In effect and will continue so
until September 1.
LOW RAILROAD RATES
FOR BRYAN'S WELCOME
Something of a novelty in excur
sions is embodied in the order issued
by the Pennsylvania Railroad com-
pany to Its ticket agents, conductors
and ticket sellers, authorizing them to
sell special round-tri- p tickets from
all points along the company's lines
to New York City in honor of the
homecoming of William Jennings
Bryan. These tickets will be sold for
one first class fare plus $2 for the
round trip. Mr. Bryan is expected to
arrive on August 30. Special tickets
will be Bold and are good leaving any
point on August 28, and leaving New
York city not earlier than August 30
and not later than September .mm
METAL TELEGRAPH POLES
TO SUBSTITUTE WOOD
Various railroads throughout the
United State.! and Mexico arc prepar-
ing to experiment with a metal tele-
graph pole, which, they believe, will
prove a decided improvement in so
far s durability is concernerh over
the wooden poles now in. use. The dif-
ference in cost between a metal and
a wooden poie, it Is said, will more
than be made up by the additional
durability of the former. A line equip-
ped with metal poles would be prac-
tically permanent. It is claimed, and
would require but little expense to
keep it in god repair. Scarcity of tim-
ber suitable for telegraph poles is fast
making its purchase prohibitive. Thus
another incentive is offered for the
proposed experiments. There is some
talk, too, of extending the metal poles
to telephone lines.
RAILWAYS CHANGE FRONT.
ON REDUCED RATES
Whll the railroad managements in
Colorado are considering and nave al-
ready granted some welcome conces-
sions in the of freight and pas-
senger rates in different directions
from this traffic center, it may have
escaped the attention of the average
reader that the movement is general.
ayg the Denver News. The great
Pennsylvania system recently reduced
its passenger charges to an average
of 2.5 cents per mile. The New Haven
& Hrtford asystem, covering much of
thickly settled New England, dropped
to a basis, while such
important commonwealths as Ohio,
Wisconsin, Michigan and Texas legis-
lated on the subject. In fact, readjust-
ment is in the air, and before 1906
passes into history the more enter-prising of the railway managements
will have shown that reasonable con-
cession creates business and assures
the continuance of phenomenally high
profits.
AS FRUIT PRODUCER
PEACH CROP TOO GREAT TO HAN-DL-
AND LARGE QUANTITIES
OF THIS DELICIOUS FRUIT
IS BEING FED TO
' ' STOCK.
Nearly 5ml crates of peaches, ap-
ples, tomatoes and cantaloupes were
shipped from Leavenworth, Kas., last
Thursday night by J. C. Jones, who
represents the interests of the mem-
bers of the lavenworth Kruit Grow-
ers' association, who control the many
truck gardens near the edge of that
city, says the Topeka Journal.
This fruit was contributed from the
various truck farms which comprise
the association, to the smaller mar-
kets of Colorado, western Kansas, Wy-
oming and Nebraksa. Up to last week
the fruit growers were shipping their
produce to the market at iH'nver, but
the home stuff from Colorado has
killed the ossibilit ies of selling the
stuff from this part of the country,
as far as that market is concerned,
for the rest of the season. Hut the
smaller markets aruund Denver are
Mill profitable und will reniaiu so.
"Our shipments will be linht now
until Monday," said Mr. Jones last
night, "as we can not ship und face
i
dlgnl-- 1
matter
the danger of having our fruit laying
over Sunday."
When asked as to the nature of the
present peach crop Jones said:
"The late peach crop is a fairly
good one, considering the damage
done to it by the recent storms, which
caused the peaches to fall to the
ground before ripening. Over one-fourt- h
of the peaches are going to
'nat the home buyers will pay.'
The newly formed association of lo- -
caltruck farmers and their average
daily shipments of their products to
the western markets has attracted the
attention of truck farmers throughout
the state, and Mr. Jones has been
overwhelmed with letters recently de-
siring him to represent them in se-
curing profitable markets in which
they can dispose of their bumper
crops of peaches and other fruit. "We
have enough trouble in disposing of
our own stuff without worrying over
other fruit," said Jones.
The prospect of a good apple crop
Is very favorable. Those that are now
being shipped are the early speci-
mens of all types. The muskmelon
season is becoming better. It will be
at its height within two or three
weeks. The grape season Is nearing
maturity also.
The Prison Orchard.
Six hundred bushels of peaches
have already been secured from the
state prison farm and Warden Has-
kell expects to gather this much more
before many weeks. The farm at the
state prison has supplied considerable
eatables for the place this year, sur-
passing the output of last year. Agreat amount of vegetables is fed to
the prisoners and they are now a con-
tented lot of men through the fact
that the warden has been generous to
them. Seven hundred gallons of the
crop of peaches have been canned and
will be used during the winter months.
The officers of the institution have
each been Vgiven one and one-ha- tt jbushels. A large amount of peaches
Is also being dried.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry No. 6263.)
Department of the In jrior, Land Of-
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, July
17. 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the fol-
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support oi his claim, end that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk at Albuquerque, New --lexlco, on
septemDer o, lsue, viz.:
Felix Garcia y Salazar. of Albu
querque, Bernalillo county, New Mex--
frt tka XT IT1 1 CT7-- 1 O I , A .
north, Range 5 east.
He nanus the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of raid land, viz.
Pilar TruJUlo, Francisco Olguin, Da-ri- o
Gutierrez Juan Apodaca, allot
Carpenter, New Mexleo.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
Register.
o
Summer Diarrhoea Children.
During the hot weaui-- r of the sum-
mer montus the first unnatural loose-
ness of a child's bowels should have
Immediate attention, so as to check
the before it becomes serious.
All that Is necessary is a few doses
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose
11 k yieui. i
Rev. M. O. Stockland, pastor of the
first M. E. churcu. Little Falls, Minn.,
' vVe have used Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
for several years and find It a very
valuable remedy, especially for sum-
mer disorders in children." Sold by all
druggists.
w 1
National League.
At Pittsburg R. H.E.Pittsburg 2 7 2
Brooklyn g n
Batteries Lynch and Gibson; Ea-so- n
and Rltter.
At Cim l.inatl R. H.E.
Cincinnati 2 10 2
Boston 1 8 2
Batteries Weimer and Schlei;
Llndaman and Needham.
At Chicago R. H.E.Chicgo 3 6 2
New York 0 6 1
Batteries Pfilster and Kllng: Mc- -
Glnnlty and Bowerman.
American League.
Washington-Clevelan- d game post-
poned on account of wet grounds.
At Philadelphia R. H.E.
St. Louis 7 14 0
Philadelphia 1 6 1
Batteries Glade and Spencer;
Waddell and Schreck.
At Boston R. H.E.
Detroit 6 9 1
Boston 4 12 4
Batteries Muliin and Schmidt;
Glaze, Harris and Carrlgan.
At New York R. H.E.
Chicago 4 6 1
New York 1 5 5
Batteries White and Sullivan;
Orth and Thomas.
Western League.
At Omaha R. H. E.
Denver 3 5 1
Omaha 1 8 3
Batteries Engle and Weygardt;
McNeely and Bender.
At Uncoln R. H. E.
Sioux City 1 6 9
Lincoln 10 8 1
Batteries Corbett and Hess; Jones
and Zinran.
At Des Moines R. H. E.
Des Moines 12 16 2
Pueblo 8 11 5
Batteries Woiie, Miller Dex-
ter; Morgan and Rennlcker.
American Association.
At Kansas City
Kansas City 9
Indianapolis 0
At Minneapolis
Minneaiwlls ' 3
Columbus 2
At Milwaukee
MilwauKee 3
Louisville 1
At St. Paul
St. Paul 0
Toledo 6
$22.00 Chicago to New York Re-
turn, via Lake Shore.
Tickets on Bale August 28 and 29,
good returning until September 4. For
full particulars call or write Erwin
Tears, C. P. A., 1017 Seventeentn st.,
Denver, Colo. W. J. Lynch, Passen-
ger traffic manager, Chicago.
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of Incorpora-
tion have been filed in the office of
n T
"LL Real Estate Company
Principal place of business at Santa
Rosa, N. M. Tcrlrtorial agent, Luther
M. Shely, at Santa Rosa. Capital stock$5,000. Commences business with
$2,300. Object, dealing in real estate.
Duration, fifty years. Incorporators
Charles D. Munday, Henry B. Jones,
Charles H. Stearns, George H. Smith,
Jr., Luther M. Shely, Slgmund S.
Molso, Edward H. Settle, William
Lauman, Thomas V. Melaven, B. F.
Shane, Santa Rosa.'
Gate City Lumber Company. Prin-
cipal place of business at Raton, N.
M. Terirtorlal agent, David G. Dwy- -
er, at Raton. Capital stock, $50,000,
divided into 500 shares of $100 each
. , . .. ...
nun, iuriy-nin- e years, incorporators
Alva L. Hobbs. William L. Linn
wood, Albert E. McCready, Charles F.
Remsberg, David G. Dwyer, Raton.
Pecos Valley Drug Company Prin-
cipal place of business at Roswell, N.
M. Territorial agent, G. S. Moore, at
Roswell. This company has already
been incorporated and files a petition
to have its capital stock Increased to$50,000.
Galveston's Sea Wall
makes life now as safe in that city as
on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
who resides on Dutton street, in
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
Mfety. He writes: "I have used Dr.
T. I ' x T I .iniuji iew uiswvery tor coosump- -
uon tne past five years and it keeps
me well and safe. Before that time
I had a cough whicu for years had
been growing worse. Now It's gone."
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
whooping cough and prevents pneu-
monia. Pleasant to take. Every uot-tl- e
guaranteed at all druggists. Price
60c and $1. Trial bottle free.
mo uvi. iv, juuject, ueanng in lumDer, rarm proa- -NW SW&, Section 11. Township lO.ucts and general merchandise. Dura- -
and
in
disease
writes:
and
and
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Its Location
HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OP ALBUQUER-QU-
X. M.. AT TUB JUNCTION' OF TUB MAIN
LINE OP TUB SANTA FB SYSTEM LEADING
JAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND I'OINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
l.odO BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
HO FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 8n AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL I .A KB AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OP 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL MERCANTILE ES-
TABLISHMENTS; THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY: LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HEIJ2N IS THE I.ARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, PU)UR. WHEAT. WINE, BEAN'S AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT HE ESTIMATED.
KSK SOSSCSKC-SO- SKSKSK0SOSSKSKSCSKSC- -
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ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
A QUESTION
Mr. Wage Earner! What is
Is it not your time? When
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
time as your life in the Pacific Mutual
A $2,010.00 policy provides
$2,000.00 In case of death.
$200.00 per year for ten years In case of total disability.
$10.00 per week when disabled by accident.
$10.00 per week sick benefits.
Loan values commencing second year.
Cash or paid-u- p Insurance at end of 10, 15, or 20 year
period.
Total cost, age 25, only $46.30.
Other amounts In same proportion.
For particulars address or see
r. B. SCH WEN THE R,
Manager for Nmtr Me nice and Northern
Room i, N. T. Armljo Bldg. Write For Agency.
BBDnBBBanHBH
MERCHANTTAILORING
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD AVENUE, 0. BAM-
BINI, PROPRIETOR. .
My merchant tailoring shop is up-
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave-
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clas-
as I have tad fifteen years' ex-
perience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
DO YOU KNOW
That the day of pianos being a luxury
has passed, and that they are now a
necessity. If you don't know it call
In at our store, our world-famo- us
line of goods, and you will
then understand.
We are sole representatives of dick-
ering & Sons, Everett, Kimball and
other well known makes.
All pianos in price for next
ten days.
TUB WIHTSON MUSIC CO.
114 South Second Street.
Any skin itching is a temper tester.
The more you scratch the worse it
j itches, Ioan's Ointment cures piles,
eczema any skin itching. At all drug
stores.
NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given that the un-
dersigned has been apointed executor
of tne last will and testament of Wal-
lace Douglas, deceased, by the pro-
bate court of the county of Bernalillo
and territory of New Mexico. All
persons having claims the
said estate are hereby notified to file
the same in the probate court of the
county of Bernalillo, New Mexico, or
with the undersigned executor within
one year from the date hereof.
J. C. BALD
Executor of the Last Will and Testa-
ment of Wallace Douglas, Deceased.
Dated August 13, 1906.
"I have been somewhat costive, but
Doan's Regulets gave Just the results
desired. They act mildly and regulate
the bowels perfectly." George B.
Krause, 306 Walnut Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Illinois Central R.R.
THE SHORT LINE
FROM
COLORADO
To-- St.
Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
AND THE NORTHWEST.
ONE NIGHT
To
CHICAGO, MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
FREEFORT, ROCKFORD.
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Mem-
phis, Vicksburg, Evansvllle, Ind.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack,
sonville, Fla., and ell other points in
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 80S Ceventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt
BECKER,
your most valuabln
sick or disabled your
your as well
Arlaone
examine
reduced
against
RIDGE,
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
209 West Railroad avenue, is pre-
pared to give thorough scalp treat-
ment, do hair dressing, treut corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicur-
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures end prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of these are pureiy
vegetable compounds. Have J'tst ad-
ded a vibrator machine for trcitment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It Is also used for rheumatls'.ii, pains
and massage
IX ILL the COUCH
and CURE thc LUNC8
WITH Dr. King's
Nov Discovery
ONSUMPTION i Price
OUGHSand 60c $1.00
OLDS - Free Trial.
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, or MONEY BACK.
BAKERY
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A
We desire patronage and we guar-
antee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS-
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex-
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
THIRD STREET
Meat Market
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meat.
Steam 8ausags Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
THE CELEBRATED
Q. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled In Bond.
TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KY.
MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.
WM. BERGER, Sec'y.
COME TO BELEN, N. M.
Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway
The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
The Belen Town and Im-
provement Co.
JOHN Pres.
preparation
complexion,
preparations
PIONEER
SPECIALTY.
fully protects you as to quality. At
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is In the hands
all necessarr a.mllancea for (loins th
holstering, trimming and painting.'
Albuquerque
CORNER OF FIRST STREET
Foundry and Machine Works
?. . MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Csrs: IhafUsm.Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa frosts leeBuildings.
mopalrm oh Mining and mill Machinery a peolaltyFoundry east side of railroad track. Albaqaerase. m. U.
RIO CO.
General Bgflilng Sgpplfes
SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones
Hay at Vety Low Prices
We have received a car load of Lightning presses and in order to sellthem right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost tous and car load rlght
5i '?S,ixtAT'T.''t
WRITE TO US
J. KORBER & CO., and Retail,
WE FILL
RIGHT
At Consistent
Prices
Thos. F.
PAINTS. OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc. Pal-
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
B. A.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.
0. W. Sons
8TRONO BLOCX.
Superintendents Falrriew and
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS
201-11- 1 N. Second 8L, Both Phones,
1
This Strong
Guarantee
Albuquerque
GRANDE LUMBER
Lightning Presses
Wholesale Albuqucrqno
PRESCRIPTIONS
Keleher
SLEYSTER
Strong's
UNDERTAKERS
3mawammwewmwmmmammagaawammemm
WITH EVERY VEHI-J- I
CLE WE SELL,
Any part failing byQ
means of defocUve
material or workman
hip wtil be made good
without expense to the
owner, irrespective
.
of
.
nuio or sernce. Tnieto prices, you can't beat ours on tne
of skilled men and is equipped withhih., .. -- , n" o pi.ua vt 1 vinn 1 in jr. titvRing up, write or call.Carriage Co
AND TIJERAS AVENUE.
Third and Marquettt
our- mM hjki : -
1
AT ONCE.
B. RUPPE
203 WEST RAILROAD AVE-
NUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE. J--
COCOCOCOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3S
SCREEN TIME
Is here. Door end Window
screens made to order.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL
vyyyxxocxx)oxxxxxxxxocxxm
W. E, MAUGER
WOOL
with Haaoe & Mauger.
1Office, 115 North First St
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
RANKIN & CO.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building. ,
TOTI e ORADI
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders fos
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
A. E. WALKER,
riREINSURANCE.Secretary Mutual Building tfls-Uon- .
Office at 217 West RaUroM
avenue.
M. DRAGOIE
Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, BM
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
100 North Broadway, corner of Wtu
lngton avenue. Albuquerque. N. M--
i
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A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF TUB CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL. WE NEED A FIRST-CLAS- S, MODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD, NEWS-
PAPER. ,
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE U)W AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS. ONE-THIR- D PURCHASE
MONEY CASH. TWO-THIRD- S MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE TUB CHOICEST LOTS,
0OSJOSXOSCSOSOSK0CSCC0OSSKS0OSOSCSKSKS)
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Price Reduction on Low Shoes
We want to cloe out every pair of our ummer hoet before the
first of September In order to open the Fall taion with a perfectly
new stock. There are till weeks and weeks of hot weather ahead
of us and It will pay you to invest In a pair of our light, cool shoes,
especially at the price we are offering them.
Men's Vicl Kid Oxfords 2.00 reduced to $1.55
Men's Vicl Kid Oxfords 3.00 reduced to 2.25
Men's Velam Calf Oxfords.;... 3.50 reduced to 2.65
Men's Patent Colt Oxfords 4.00 reduced to 3.15
Women's Canvas Oxfords 1.50 reduced to 1.20
Women's Canvas Oxfords 1.75 reduced to 1.40
Women's Vicl Kid Oxfords .... 2.00 reduced to 1.55
Women's.Vlcl Kid Oxfords .... 2.50 reduced to 1.95
Women's Vicl Kid Oxfords .... 3.00 reduced to 2.35
Women's Vicl Kid Oxfords.... 3.50 reduced to 2.65
GEO. W. HICKOX.
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
VFhen purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, are sure to the
right flavor to. all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we
procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are re-
liable and personally guarantee them.
r. F. TROTTER
No. 118 and 120 South Second street
T. Y. MAYNARD
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOS-
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
PLACED IN i'HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOuK FROM OUT
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf. TRY US.
The Hickox-Maynar- d Co.
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
THE ARCH FRONT. 80UTH 8ECOND STREET.
n
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ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE GO.
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
HARDWARE.
HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNINC5
ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE GO.
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
I mm THEDiamond PalaceRAILROAD AVE.Diamonds, Watch e, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
119
West Cold
bring
al-
ways
53
2U
We Invite
LOCAL AND
PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Wednes-
day, with scattered showers In north
portion.
N. II. field, the attorney. was
passenger north this morning.
Ri.v. O. .1. Julliard of Gallup was In
from the Carbon city yesterday.
Hon. Kugenlo Romero is In the city
from Ms Vegas, talking politics.
Montngne Stevens, the sheep rais-
er, Is In from his ranches In the Mag-dale- na
district.
U. I. Sanches has returned to his
home at Ijob Lunas, after a short visa
In the city.
The Fraternal Order of Eagles has
a regular meeting tonight at Red
Men's hall. All brothers welcome.
United otaten Marshal C. M. For-ake- r
returned this morning from a
business trip to the southern part, of
the territory.
Territorial' Traveling Auditor Chas.
V. Safford returned to Santa Fe this
morning after having spent several
days In the city.
V. T. McCreight, business manager
of The Evening Citizen, who has been
in the east two weeks on business, la
expected home tonight.
The Misses Katie and Adah Vaushn
and Miss Nell Morley returned last
night from a pleasant outing spent at
the Valley ranch on the Pecos.
Mrs. cnas. Ripley and daughter,
mother and sister of trainmaster P.
Ripley of the Rio Grande division, left
yesterday for their home at Doston
The Misses Taggart of Indianapolis,
who are guests at the Alvarado, en-
tertained the Barnards of East Rail-
road avenue, at dinner last evening
Mrs. F. W. Voorhees and daughter,
who have been the gueste at the
George F. Albright home for some
time past, left last night for their
home at Dallas. Texas.
John McCrea loaves tomorrow
morning for "Estancia, where he ex-
pects to locate a general store, carry-
ing as a specialty ladies' millinery
and furnishing goods.
Miss Laura Hockett of San Marcial
passed through the city this morning
en route, to Newton, Kas., wnere hub
will, meet her parents and go for an
extended journey In the cast.
It isn't necessary to ask an Albu- -
nueraue attorney wnicn route ne is
going to take to Cloudcroft. Just ask
him what kind of a pass he carries.
If he has a pass on the Rock Island
he will go via Kennedy and the Santa
Fe Central. If he carries a pass on
the Santa Fe, he will go via El Paso.
A. W. Sherer, night ticket clerk at
the local station, has gone to Topeka
to arrange for the shipment of his
household goods to Albuquerque. He
expects to be absent from the city
about a week. During Mr. Shorer's
absence, Harry Fouts Is doing double
duty.
Secretary David Rosenwald of the
wenty-slxt- Territorial Fair associa
tion, returned to the city this morning
from a fair boosting trip to El Paso.
Mr. Rosenwald says that the Pass City
illl make the contribution of a ball
team and a large number of visitors
to the coming fair.
President R. P. None, of the New--
Mexico School of Mines, was in the
city between trains this morning while
en route to Santa Fe. Mr. Noble says
the iirospect Is that the School of
Mines will have a larger attendance
his year than ever before. The com
ing term opens September 10.
Hon. H. B. Fergusson oi old town Is
mourning the loss of a djersey cow that was giving tnree gal
lons of milk a day. While Mr. tergus- -
son wa down to Doming last week on
law business, ne left his cow In charge
of a native, wno knew no better than
to let the animal gorge Itself on green
alfalfa. A dead cow was the result.
Mrs. L. U. Putney and daughter-in- -
law. Mrs. Robert Putney and chil
dren, left .ast night on a pleasure trip
to Waukesha, Wis. Waukesha Is the
old home of the Putneys. They will
be absent from the city several weeks.
Mr. Robert Putney accompanied hts
mother and family .as far as Bernalillo
and will return to the city In about
a week.
Dr. and Mrs. G. 1 Harrison and
children and Mrs. M. S. Otero, wno
spent the hot summer months at the
Jemez hot snrlnss. have returned to
the city. A. J. Otero, who accompan
ied his mother to the city, returneu
to the springs today, accompanied by
Dr. H. A. Paradls, who goes to the
What do you think of that? Mltch
ner has installed one of his lighting
systems In the White Elephant and it
Is working fine.
o
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Buy a pair of our stylish low shoes
Instead of trying to get through the
balance of the summer with your old
ones. We are closlne them out and
the prices we quote are but inslgnlll
cant compared with the satisfaction
and comfort they give. C. May's Shoo
Store. 311 West Railroad avenue.
A Plain Talk With You
One cannot believe all that's in the papers,
but you're safe ;to .believe all you read over our
signature.
Our business is run on modern lines.
No old-fashion- full-pa- ge hot air.
We simply give you plain facts.
Sam Peck's Fine Clothing for
Young Men and Boys is now arriv-
ing. Better see it.
E. L. WASHBURN CO. y22
ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
springs to Join his family. Mrs. Par-
adls has been stopping at the springs
for several month".
Prof. R. R. larkln, superintendent
of schools at Las Vegas, Is In the city
representing a school book house.
While on a recent trip through the In-
dian territory. Mr. I,arkln stopped at
the Busby hotel, now tinder the man-
agement of W. M. Cheatham, formerly
of Albuquerque. Mr. I.arkln says that
Mr. Cheatham is not . heavy weight
he used to be, having lost sliout fifteen
pounds since leaving Albuquerque.
In a letter received from A. G. O.
Cooke, secretary of the llnrabln-Mc-Ouffe- y
company, at Thoreau, the
writer states that the Item appearing
in a morning paper relative to a foot
race between Karl RoHecrans and a
Navajo Indian at Thoreau some time
ago ,in which It was said the Indian
won, was an error. Inasmuch as Mr.
Rosecrans was the winner. An ef-
fort Is being made to have these two
race here in September during the
fair. Both are said to be exception-
ally fast foot racers and as a wager
for $30D is already up between them,
it Is more than likely that the fair as-
sociation will prevail upon them to
pull off the race here during the fair.
DUST IN THE ATMOSPHERE
By Virginia Stanley Lee.
Dust has its agreeable and disagree-abl- e
features.
When the wind blows on a dry day
In summer time we are apt to say
"How dusty it Is!" and complain
about it,' and hurry home and drown
our sorrows in a tub.
But It is nlways dusty; invariably,
incessantly dusty. Partly optn a
door or window In an other-
wise dark room and watch the mil-
lions of dust particles that you can
see floating around every which way
in the path of the sun's ray, and you
will see that the atmosphere is filled
with dust. Then there are millions
of dust particles that you cannot see
at all without a microscope.
Since there Is so much dust It does
not seem strange that we, our clothes
and our homes need frequent launder-
ing. If all the dust were only that
which settles on chairs, tables and
other surfaces we would be a happirr,
a healthier race, and we would not
have to be so painstaking In the selec-
tion of soaps and toilet preparations
and creams, most of which contain
some sort of greases which is soap
under anotner name.
The prevalence of dust and dirt
makes the necessity of that lalwrlous
and unpleasant task housecleanlng
nd the dust about a house doesn t
come in from the outside altogether;
the carpets wear out, even the furni-
ture, and each little particle that
ears off floors, rugs and carpets
becomes dust, and after several
months these worn out, lnfenlstesi- -
mal pieces get so begrimed into the
house, so swept Into cracks, crevices
nd otner pieces that the more you
weep and "dust,' tne more you sna--
n these little particles; in fact you
Just stir them from one place to an-
other, and It Is going to take lots of
soap and water and borax to properly
cleanse the house and eliminate this
g dust.
You have noticed tne dust bans or
feathers and considered how lignt
they were, and how more or less firm-
ly woven together. These are about
the nicest germ nests that were ever
nvented, and every house each spring
as several millions of these and
these are wuat make the spring and
fall housecleanlng such a bugbear, so
distressing to all people, and yet so
absolutoly necessary.
Of course tnere la no way out. oi
house must be thoroughly re
novated It must be cleaned from
tart to finis.i for sanitary reasons as
well as for the look of it, and It will
be found that borax water will be oi
great service for mopping and for
leansing all woodwork and thorougn- -
ly removing every bit of dust, aim
brlehtenlnK. not injuring the artic.e.
Of course this is particularly so dur
nit housecleanlng time, but if borax
water is used for wiping off dirt and
dust throughout the year it will not
only remove dust and dirst. but Us
antiseptic qualities will eliminate tne
germs and make the place sanitary
and clean. Frequent sponging and
wiping of floors, woodwork, rugs and
furniture will save heaps of time ana
labor in the spring and tall, just try
the sponging and moistened cloth
wiping In place of constant dusting
and see If It Isn't easier and If tne
house isn't more wholesome.
THREE MEN DIE FROM
ASPHYXIATION IN FURNACE
Pittsburg, Aug. 21. Fourteen men
were overcome by gas at tne rjiiza
furnaco of the Jones & Laushlin Steel
company, Soho, early today. They
were removed to the emergency hos-
pital, where three died.
TLICUMCAR! IS NOW
HAS FULL TOWN GOVERNMENT,
ALL BEING SATISFIED. EVEN
INCLUDING THOSE WHO
VOTED "NO."
At the election held at tbr court
house in this city on mo 11th day of
August for the purpose of determlu
lug whetuer or uot the town should
e Incorporated, a majority of the
qualified voters decided that the
question should bo decided lu the af
firmative, the vote standing (J5 for
and 45 against.
T ho question was hotly contested
as there were several factions inter
ested on both sides of the question
but slnre the people have recorded
their majority in favor of the project, ull seem satisfied with the re
suit and content to do what they can
toward the upbuilding of the town
of Tucumcarl as a district municipal-
ity.
John J. Tace, II. H. Hargis. Robert
S. Coulter, Henry Xeafus and tYan-ciso-
. Guitern 3 were elected trus-
tees and John M. lawson a marshal.
Thursday evening the board of trus-
tees met and organized by electing
John J. I'ace, chairman and Robert
S. Conner, clerk, after which the new
board discussed nia'.ters of general
Interest to the town and took a brief
survey of the most imortant things
to be done at the earliest pos.-iU-e
inon:el:t.
Hetort. adjourning Kearl George
was appointed tieasurer and C. C
Davidson city attorney.
The lKard will meet again at 2
o'clock p. m.. on the day vt this
uioii' j . ucumca:i .s . -- .
THE MAZE.
2 lbs. tin roof caps 2'
ch Valley tin, per foot C
21 lbs. of nails for fl.no
Bulk tacks, per pound 13c
3 pkgs. shoe tucks 10c
Cobbler sets 75c to $1.25
Dog collars 23c
Dog collar locks JOc and 23c
2 lbs. of dog biscuits 25c
i lbs. of sulphur 23c
2 pks. chloride of lime 25c
We sell school books.
THE MAZE,
Wm. Kieke, Prop.
IMPORTED MUNCHEN
BRAU, ON DRAUGHT, AT
WHITE ELEPHANT.
FOR STRICTLY FIRST CLASS,
DRESSMAKING, SEE
MADAME PROUDFIT, ROOM 5,
GRANT BUILDING.
o
If you want your light bill reduced
talk with Mltchner.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
BREAD and take no other.
APPLES WITH NO SEEDI NO
COREI TREES FOR SALE. N, W.
ALGER, 124 80UTH WALTER ST.!
ALBUQUERQUE.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
BREAD and take no other.
DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL
FOR NEXT WINTER. SUMMER
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUG-
UST ONL. W. H. HAHN 4. CO.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
A Citizen. Want ad does the work.
iVy one.
.1 UST RKCKIVED
at the
Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Di-
rect from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice gro-
ceries.
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
R.R.
R,
H
M
IS
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
AND EXCHANGED
Association Offloa
Transactions
Guarantied
ROSENHEIM'S, II8W.R, Ave.
Coming In
The New Fall
Clothing
Hart, Schaffner
& Marx
THERE J8NT ANY BETTER
MADE. WE HAVE CONTRACT-
ED FOR A MUCH LARGER
STOCK THIS FALL THAN WE
DID LAST SPRING. THE
STOCK WILL PROVE TO BE
THE BEST AND MOST COM-
PLETE OF ANY SEASON.
PRICES
$15 to $30
Simon Stern
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
Noxt Door First National Bank
Piling Up
Hundred
Shapes in
Fall Hats
NOW IN OUR STORE. EVERY
ONE IS NEW AND UP TO
DATE. IN THE RACE FOR SU-
PREMACY WE KEEP OUR
EYE ON ADVA. ICED STYLES
AND WE HAVE
THEM.
Tigers. $3.00
Stetson 4.00
Knox 5.00
Simon Stern
The Railroad Clothier
Furniture, Stoves, Dishes and Enamelware
AT SPECIAL PRICES
Speelman & Searing
Up-to-Dat- e Furniture Dealers
203 Wast Cold Avenua
IIS NORTH FIRST STREET
AUTOMATIC PHONE SAB COLORADO RHONE 7A
Shelf Hardware
Carpenter Tools
Enamelware
Agricultural Implements
MOWERS AND RAKES
Buy Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery and you get best
i Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Har-
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Guns and Ammunition.
U3 U5, U7 Sooth First Sireet
A
ALWAYS
Avenue
the
Shot
40 J, 403 NorthSFirst Street
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST & COMFANY
Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OPTING BASKETS
OCOOD00CD0000CpL See Display L,
f in fSp'W
V OurWindow 1 lj
oooocooooooo
215 West Rallroac Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
1 Tl-l-- f T7-- f t
